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ABSTRACT 

 
The aim of the study was to identify the current status of gender 

equality inside the governmental institution, to identify the perspective of male 

and female officials toward gender equality inside the governmental institution, 

and to develop the proper solutions to address the issues which forbidden an 

improvement of gender equality. In order to accomplish this, the researcher 

followed the concept of Alexander and Welzel who suggested that there are four 

aspect of gender equality: living condition, participation in civic actions, 

positional empowerment, and politic representative. Qualitative methodology 

was employed by the researcher while phenomenology was used to collect data. 

The study was taken in Battambang Provincial Hall, Battambang Municipal Hall, 

and 4 sangkats. There were 6 male and 6 female officials were selected for the 

semi-structured interview. Another 3 male and 3 female officials were invited to 

join the focus group discussion. Besides that, the researcher also participated in 

non-participant observation during the provincial councilor monthly meeting. 

The result revealed that gender equality has been defined as the actions which 

share equal value between male and female in term of family and social in order 

to complete task equally within the institutions as well as without thinking over 

role and position. Benefit sharing within both male and female officials had been 

equally shared inside the institution while there was still lack of participants of 

female officials in term of politic representative. By the way, old mindset tends 

to become one of the barriers for women in term of decision making and sharing 

ideas. The researcher found out that male officials nowadays were able to open 

mind with female officials. They encouraged and motivated female officials to 

share ideas as well as to support them to work in senior position. Capacity 

building, skill improvement, and knowledge are things should be expanded more 

in order to reach gender equality inside the governmental institutions. 
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Introduction  

Gender equality has been globally taken into account. The Convention on the 

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), written in 

1975 and agreed in 1979 by United Nations General Assembly, should never forgotten. 

It aimed to foster gender equality. Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (BPFA) 

was adopted in order to promoted gender equality. 

Based on Global Gender Gap (2015), women represented half of the world’s 

population. As a result, they shall get equal access to health, education, power and 

representation in politic. Similarly, in Cambodia 51.5% were females (Ministry of 

Planning, 2013). The Royal Government of Cambodia considered women as the 

backbone of the country. That lead to implemented the first strategic plan called “Neary 

Rattanak” (women are the precious gems) by the Ministry of Women’s Affairs and 

Veteran’s Affairs (MoWVA) or Ministry of Women’s Affairs (MoWA) in February 

1999. It objectives were to reduce the poverty amongst women, to promote the good 

governance and decentralization and deconcentration, to reform the judicial, and to 

implement administrative reform and women in decision-making. The new strategies 

had been developed in every five years by the MoWA. It showed that gender has been 

response in laws, policies and programs at national and sub-national level. The 

economic empowerment, the elimination of all form of discrimination against women 

were increased, health and nutrition for women and girls was improved, the 

participation of girls in education wider, and the promotion of social morality, women 

and family values were getting better (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, 2004). Global 

Gender Gap Report (2015) illustrated that Cambodia stood in the rank of 109 of women 

in Political Empowerment. It meant that women in senior position still remain low.  

Cambodia Development Resource Institute (CDRI) claimed that in Cambodia, 

the perspective of gender is generally interrelated to the words “culture and tradition”. 

Men considered as the main role in higher position or status in the society. However, 

women were judged by her wealth, characteristics, age, marriage, children, socio-

economic position, and family composition and most likely to become the household 

manager (CDRI, 1999). 
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Gender policy has been widespread to all level of institutions by the RGC. 

However, there was still small number of women in high position. For instance, there 

were only 2 female governors of cities, district/khan (NSDP, 2014).    

In the same context, the governmental institutions in Battambang City (BTBC) 

rarely composed of female leaders. Therefore, there was not many women can hold the 

senior position. 

There were a few reasons to conduct this research. First of all, men are the key 

role players to improve gender equality inside the society. Since women’s right and 

participation were not valued. The majority of men were more powerful especially in 

the family contexts (CDRI, 1999). One another was that in order to foster gender 

equality inside the society, we needed to make sure that the majority of men were 

clearly understood about this term. In order to do that, men required to be open minds 

and helped to implement the effective policies. Understanding the perspective of men 

provided the effective strategies to enhance and solve the issue quickly. Lastly, reaching 

the local level was the key success since the decentralization policy has been used in 

Cambodia.  

This research was somehow contributed to address the challenge for women in 

public sector as well as in part of women in decision making. This study also provided 

the current status of gender equality and created the effective solution to combat this 

hot issue in BTBC. 

Research Questions 

- What is the current status of gender equality of governmental institutions in 

Battambang City (BTBC)? 

- What are the perspectives of female and male government officials toward 

gender equality? 

- Why the number of women who stand in a high position remains low? 

- What are the solutions for the challenges to promote gender equality?  

Research Objectives 

- To determine the current status of gender equality in governmental institutions 

in Battambang City (BTBC), Cambodia 
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- To identify perspective of female and male government officials on gender 

equality in their own institutions as well as BTBC as a whole within the study 

context 

- To develop proper solutions to address the issues which forbidden an 

improvement of gender equality.  

Literature Reviews 

Concept 

An understanding about equality is crucial before going straight to gender 

equality. According to Saulnier et al., (1999), equality means that everyone receives the 

same benefit, share or treatment regardless of their situation and circumstances. There 

are many concepts of gender equality, and they explained in different ways, yet it tends 

to have the common points of view. Gender equality defines as men and women who 

have dissimilar attitude or behavior, yet they do have the same right to choose or to get 

equal opportunity to get promoted, to have decision making, to access in education, etc. 

It does not mean that they need to become the same (ILO, 2010). Similarly, UN 

WOMEN (2014; 2016) clearly stressed that gender equality is when women/girls and 

men/boys have equal rights, status, entitlements, responsibilities, and opportunities. 

However, women/girls are treated as equal as men/boys only work if both sides are 

identically situated and face the same life conditions to take advantage of these 

opportunities (Saulnier et al., 1999). A comparable school of thought was from Reeves 

and Baden (2000) who argued that the same opportunity in life between men and 

women is gender equality. For example, women and men have the same opportunity in 

education, labor market, health services, and politics, etc. Another definition was also 

given by WHO (2009) that gender equality is an equal treatment of women and men in 

laws and policies, and equal access to resources and services within families, 

communities and society at large. 

Caren et al., (2003), in their paper work, acknowledged the combination of 

gender equality’s definitions between the United Nations Human Development Report 

and the World Bank that there are three main elements of gender equality: capability, 

access to resources and opportunities, and agency or the ability to influence and 

contribute to outcomes. They also explained the three components. The capability is 
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the basic element among the three, and it is measured through education, health, and 

nutrition. Access to resources and opportunities is considered as a primary element to 

use or apply the basic element through access to land, property, income, and 

employment. The final component is agency which is the concept of empowerment and 

refers to the ability to make choices and decisions that can change the outcomes. They 

added that these three components of gender equality are inter-related. It means that the 

achievement of gender equality is not reached without any of these elements. For 

example, an illiterate woman (without capability), who want to make a better life 

(agency-outcomes), may need to seek for  more income and employment (access to 

resources and opportunities). However, without enough capability (education), she 

cannot help herself become better in terms of economic opportunity. 

Theories 

Alexander and Welzel (2010) suggested that there are four main aspects of 

gender equality including basic living conditions, participation in civic actions, 

positional empowerment, and political representation. Gender equality in basic living 

conditions refers to literacy rate, educational level, standard of living, and life 

expectancy. Plus, participation in civic actions is about the percentage of adult female 

population joined in petitions, demonstration, boycotts, and other forms of civic 

actions. Moreover, positional empowerment specifically focuses on women’s presence 

in administrative and managerial power positions. And the fourth aspect, political 

representation, talks about the proportion of women in national parliament.  

In theory, Alexander and Welzel (2010) believed that the four aspects of gender 

equality are considered the interrelated order of progression. This means that the 

starting point of gender equality is associated with the first aspect, basic living 

conditions, when women and men have the same educational level and standard of 

living. Then, it will lead women to have chance to participate in civic actions including 

demonstration or boycott since they already have proper basic living conditions. The 

more participation in civic actions will pave the way for women to achieve in power 

positions (positional empowerment). Finally, when women enter power positions in 

greater numbers, it also becomes likely that more women enter national parliaments 

(political representation). 
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On the one hand, Equity defined as the fairness and justice. It contains with the 

equal delivery of services, the distribution of resources, recognizing the diversity and 

disadvantage, and directing the resource to those who need it to make sure that they get 

equality (World Bank, 2013). Gender equity had also been defined as the process of 

being fair between men and women while they have different access to resources, 

power, responsibilities and life experiences, and different strategies.  

To compare between equity and equality showed that equity is the process in 

order to make the fairness while equality is the outcome to prove that they got the equal 

chance. Equality shows that the quality of resources, rights, and status shall be given 

equally. And equity shows how they should be treat equally (World Bank, 2013).  

Summary 

In this section, researcher reviews that gender equality is very important for 

current and future development in the global context, and it can be understood that 

gender equality in local government institutions is a situation that women and men have 

the same right, role, and opportunity in position, participation, decision making, benefit 

sharing, and voice. In addition, the commonly used concepts and theories from various 

scholars and organizations, including ILO, UN WOMEN, Alexander and Welzel were 

depicted to help the researcher more clearly understand about gender equality, and this 

will be used for developing conceptual framework and analyzing data.  

1. Women Studies 

According to Kaans (2007) said that there were three roles of women. First of 

all, Women’s Reproductive Role was the role which women were responsible with 

child bearing, child-rearing, and domestic tasks. The second one was that Women’s 

Productive Role in which both male and female were paid to do work. Moreover, the 

works they have to perform could be the agricultural production, independent farmers, 

family’s labors and wage workers. Lastly, Women’s Community Managing Role was 
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the role which women were able to work outside from house and something like 

domestic, commercial and communal responsibilities.  

2. Women in Development 

Women in Development (WID) were created in 1970s by the Danish Economist 

Esther Boserup. The Boserup’s project consisted of three main parts. The first part 

focused on the sexual division on labor in village with agrarian economies such as 

population density, farming techniques, colonial rule, patterns of land-ownership, 

cultivation of cash-crops, etc. The second part focused on sexual division of labor in 

town with various sector such as petty trading, industrial occupations, clerical 

occupations, teaching, and nursing. The third part was about economic development 

which accompanied by gradual movement of the population from village to town and 

gradual movement from agricultural to non-agricultural activities.  

WID believed that women had not only been left out of development but also 

disadvantages as a result. This theory helped to find the solution of integrating women 

into the development programs in order increase women’s access to resource and 

participate in development. It did not change the whole structure of economic system. 

It specifically focused to the inequalities between men and women which ignored the 

social, cultural, legal and economic factor.  

In this theory three approaches had been identified. The Equity Approach was 

introduced by the WID movement in the United States of America. This approach 

supported and made sure that both men and women get equal benefits of development. 

Moreover, it found out the inequality between male and female, demand economic and 

political which need the strategic gender. The second one was the Anti-Poverty 

Approach. This approach became popular in the early 1970s. It aimed to reduce the 

inequality between women and men in income. Two strategies for anti-poverty 

approach had been created. First of all, the creation or expansion of employment that 

could increase the income for poor workers. The second one called “basic needs 

strategy”. It aimed to develop the effort to meet the human needs. It also included with 

physical needs such as foods, clothing, shelters, and social needs such as education, 

human rights, and participation through employment and political involvement (Razavi 

and Miller, 1995). The last approach was called the Efficiency Approach. This approach 
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became popular during the 1980s. This approach aimed to ensure efficiency and 

effective of the development through women’s economic contribution which lead to 

increase equity. Moreover, this approach focused on the economic growth and women 

were considered as an input faction for the economy (Kaans, 2007).  

 

3. Women and Development 

Women and Development (WAD) was created later 1970s after the WID. This 

theory argued that women had always been part of the development process which 

include inside and outside household. WAD saw both women and men being 

disadvantages by the global economic structure including class issues and the way 

wealth was distributed (Kaans, 2007). Women played an important role to improve the 

economic as well as the society. Therefore, the government always inserts women into 

the institutions.  

4. Gender and Development 

Gender and Development (GAD) was created in 1980s. This theory focused on 

the impact of development on both men and women which supported the equal 

participation in development and emphasizing the quality of benefit, and control in 

daily life. GAD focused on the social or gender relation between men and women in 

society and seeks to address the problem of access and control over the resource and 

power. More than that, this theory also focused on the empowering those who were 

disadvantaged in the community and changing lives for the better (Kaans, 2007).  

The GAD concept viewed women as agents of change rather than passive 

recipients. This concept was not the same compare to the WID concept. It had a strong 

emphasis on women’s emancipation while WID concept assumed that women’s 

economic situation become good and could lead to the better lives. Socio economic and 

politic structure affected the women’s position. In developing countries, there were still 

lack of women’s representative and lack of decision making. The strategy of GAD 
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which called “gender mainstreaming (gender awareness)” aimed to increase the 

percentage of gender in all areas and all levels (Kaans, 2007).  

5. Gender Equality in Government Sector 

In the twenty-first century, gender equality is widely considered as one of the 

main challenges for sustainable development, poverty reduction, peace, security and 

human rights (UN WOMEN, 2013). Agrawal (1997) as cited by UN WOMEN, had 

called governments as members to integrate gender concerns and perspectives into 

policies and programs to achieve the three pillars for sustainable development: 

economics, environment and social. In order to have the real gender equality, UN 

WOMEN (2014) also claimed that governments should not only eliminate all forms of 

discrimination against women such as structural, cultural, and historic discriminations, 

but ensure that women can understand clearly about their rights.  

 

According to Sen (1999), as cited by UN WOMEN, clearly remarked that 

limitation of women participation can seriously effect on not only women, but also men, 

children, adults, and other concerning stakeholders in the society; however, when 

women have greater voice and participation in public administration, public resources 

are more likely to be allocated towards investments in human development priorities, 

including child health, nutrition and access to employment (Chowdhury et al.,n.d.). 

Similarly, it was believed that reducing gender gaps in the world of work can yield 

broad development dividends: improving child health and education, enhancing 

poverty reduction, and catalyzing productivity (World Bank, 2012). UN WOMEN 

(2014) also added that policies should try to provide a good environment for women to 

participate in and benefit from all forms of sustainable projects, especially create 

effective tools to address discriminatory stereotypes and inequalities.  

Kangas et al., (2014) concluded that institution and society are the key 

challenges for women, in other words, institutional barriers which include political 

systems that do not take into account women’s household responsibilities; moreover, 

women are often ignored and thought to do with their household responsibilities this is 

because of the social norms. There are many countries where women cannot reach or 

hold a position such as legislators, senior officials, and managers in comparison with 
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men (World Bank, 2014). Similarly, it was believed that cultural attitudes and social 

norms can actually affect on the size of labor force (UNDP, 2013). 

The government institutions played the important role in order to push up the 

gender equality. Institution and policy maker deliver any law or ways to improve the 

society. They create the public policies, programs, services, and also the budget to 

create the working plan. Moreover, they are able to create the fair representation and 

participation of both men and women in leadership positions as well as in the public 

life. Furthermore, they also have to monitor each and every action is completely 

delivered by the lower level in the government institutions (2015 OECD 

Recommendation of the Council on Gender Equality in Public Life, 2016) 

This section can be concluded that in the 21st century gender equality was 

widely taken into account by many nation states, in accordance with the international 

framework. Plus, women’s presence is very crucial in public sector, saying that without 

women in the government’s position, particularly senior decision, negative impact will 

not only go to the women, but also the whole society. The challenges for women in 

government sector; moreover, were also included in this document, whereas some main 

actions to support gender equality, particularly women’s participation in government 

sector is also another part of this division. This section will provide more insight to 

researcher to understand about challenges of gender equality in local government 

institutions so that researcher can propose more effective solutions for those. 

6. Gender and Stereotype 

Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women 

or CEDAW (2011) argued that men and women will have a better relationship in their 

lives if men can support in all forms for girls or women to realize and claim their rights. 

Moreover, CEDAW believed that men can actually help and support girls or women 

wherever they want, and not only allow girls and women to claim their rights, but also 

can completely make them feel safe and encouraged.  

Reeves and Baden (2000) believed that male power is often supported while the 

ideas of women are not much taken into account that is because of the culture. They 

also added that the ideas or practices of culture and tradition are often protected by men 

while some women try to have themselves defended ideas or practices of culture and 
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tradition which is seen as one problem that really constrains women to participate in 

decision-making. It is believed that gender inequalities exist because of discrimination 

in the family and societal institutions, and social, cultural, and religious norms that leads 

to stereotypes—practices and beliefs that are barriers for women (Caren et al., 2003). 

Based on Khun (2006), women tend to have low voice in any kind of decision-

making, they have to remain silent since they have low education. In addition, since 

long time ago, women have to stay at home in charge of household chores. This is 

because most parents think that once their daughters are educated, they will manage to 

write love letter. As a result, if they can only send one person to school, that person 

must be their son. Similar thought suggested that Housework, child-rearing, and elderly 

care are often considered primarily women’s responsibility. Further, nearly four in 10 

people globally (mostly in developing countries) agree that, when jobs are scarce, men 

should have more right to jobs than women. Research shows that women are frequently 

disadvantaged by gender biases in performance and hiring evaluations (World Bank, 

2012). 

In summary, culture, beliefs, and practices in many societies are commonly seen 

as the barrier of gender equality and that will lead to the bias value to men than women. 

This means that women do not have strong voice and influence to a particular task in 

the household, workplace, and the society as a whole. In terms of decision making, 

women are normally excluded in many contexts; however, it was believed that the 

capacity of women is also another reason for the low participation and decision in a 

particular context. Plus, the expectation between male and female seem to be quite 

different which show that men had been given honor than women. They have varied 

roles in the society as well as at home. Understanding about stereotype in gender 

equality is crucial for researcher, and it might be a challenge in achieving gender 

equality in local government officials. By realizing about this concern, the study will 

be able to develop proper solution to address the issue. 

7. Gender in Power and Decision Making 

UN WOMEN (2014) also suggested that a comprehensive approach to enhance 

women in power structures and decision making is needed in both national and local 

level, including capacity building and training program, gender equality structure 
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promotion, and so. Plus, it was believed that, in the local level, women’s participation 

is more crucial once key service deliveries are provided by local governments. 

It can be summarized that the number of women staying in the power structure 

and decision making position still remains low in the government sector although many 

efforts have been done so far by a lot of countries who are the member states of some 

well-known international frameworks. Lacking of women’s presence in power structure 

and decision making leads to misidentify the interests, needs, and priorities of women, 

particularly in the workplace and society as a whole. Meanwhile, approach including 

capacity building and women in power structure promotion are very essential. Power 

and decision making as well as approach in promoting female government officials to 

be equal like male officials are necessary to achieve gender equality in local 

government institutions. Hence, this section will assist researcher to develop conceptual 

framework and propose more effective solution for promoting gender equality in local 

government institutions. 

8. Women’s empowerment 

Empowerment is about challenging oppression and inequality: empowerment 

involves challenging the forms of oppression which compel millions of people to play 

a part in their society on terms which are inequitable, or in ways which deny their 

human rights (Oxfam, 1995). Furthermore, it was pointed out that empowerment is a 

bottom-up process and cannot be bestowed from the top down: the outside professional 

cannot expect to control the outcomes of realistic of empowerment being given by one 

group to another which hides an attempt to keep control (Rowlands, 1995). 

Empowerment is not only about opening up access to decision making, but also must 

include processes that lead people to perceive themselves as able and entitled to occupy 

that decision-making space (Rowlands, 1995). 

Women’s empowerment is a process of allowing women to gain access and 

develop their capacity through actively participating in shaping their life or community 

in terms of economics, society, and politics (UN WOMEN, 2014). Fundamental 

concept of women’s empowerment is an understanding of power itself; women’s 

empowerment does not mean women taking over control previously held by men, but 

it is the need to transform the nature of power relations, in other words, power may be 
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understood as the capacity to organize with others towards a common purpose, and the 

power to effect change and take decisions, rather than power over others (Reeves and 

Baden, 2000). Feminist activists stress that women’s empowerment is not about 

replacing one form of empowerment with another: women’s empowerment should lead 

to the release of men from not value women and ideas of oppression. It should lead to 

a situation where each one can become a whole being regardless of gender, and use 

their fullest potential to construct a more humane society for all (Akhtar 1992 quoted 

in Batliwala, 1994). 

Within this research, the researcher considered women’s empowerment as a key 

to promote gender equality, especially in local government institutions. In order to 

comprehend women’s empowerment, as mentioned above, the power and the 

empowerment shall be understood. There are four types of power: power to, power 

over, power with, and power within (Williams et al., 1994). After understanding the 

term power, empowerment shall be viewed as the process utilized to allow a person to 

participate, make decision, and get an opportunity to develop themselves as well as the 

organization. Hence, women’s empowerment can be concluded as the way applied to 

allow women to participate, make decision and get an opportunity to develop 

themselves as well as the organization as a whole. For this study, understanding 

women’s empowerment will be useful for researcher to get more input in conceptual 

framework, analyzing data, and develop more effective solutions for promoting gender 

equality in local government institutions. 

9. Current Status of Gender Equality 

Gender equality has been taken into account by many countries around the 

world as depicted in BPFA and CEDAW, which are the global frameworks to promote 

gender equality. UN WOMEN (2014) clearly depicted that centrality of gender equality 

includes women’s empowerment and the realization of women’s rights is essential for 

sustainable development. According UNDP (2014); however, the presence of women 

in leadership positions in public institutions remains low. Plus, it is believed that even 

though in a country where women have equal access to education, increased 

representation of women in leadership position is not always ensured. 
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In summary, although gender equality has been paid much attention by 

concerning stakeholders and countries, progress is still behind the expectation. In local 

government institution context, representation of women in leadership position is a hot 

issue because of some main reasons including gap in implementing legal and policy 

frameworks, discriminatory and unsupportive organizational cultures within public 

administration, inadequate data and analysis to advance women’s participation and 

decision-making, and weak gender mainstreaming. Having understood the current issue 

in global context as well as the challenge of underrepresented number of women in 

public administration, particularly in local government institutions has fostered the 

researcher to undertake the topic of this study which is about to promote gender equality 

in local government institutions. 

10. Gender Equality in Cambodia 

There are some remarkable actions clearly depicted in the NSDP 2014-2018 of 

the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) in order to address the problems of women 

participating in decision making, public sector, and politics. Those actions including 1) 

Develop proper tools to monitor and evaluate on representation and participation among 

men and women in both politics and decision making position. 2) Enhance women’s 

representation in politics and other key decision making positions through developing 

and strengthening policies, legal provisions and programs. 3) Strengthen the capacity 

of women through capacity building programs in order to promote women in politics 

and other governance structures. 4) Invest in programs to support women, particularly 

young women in leadership and protection to ensure equal participation in schools, 

tertiary institutions, youth groups and other community based organizations. 5) 

Develop proper measurements to ensure gender parities (e.g. increasing quota for 

women on electoral candidates list). 6) Create and support a focal point/gender working 

group in Parliament for women in parliament to communicate with each other and 

organizations in civil society, promote the application of gender lens to decisions taken 

by all Parliamentary Committees. 

Cambodia; in conclusion, has taken into account the gender equality, 

particularly in public decision making as we can clearly find out in its five-year strategic 

plan of the Ministry of Women Affair as well as its NSDP 2014-2018 in compliance 
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with some crucial international frameworks. However, the satisfaction of gender 

equality has not yet been achieved. This means that the number and quality of women 

in power structure and decision making remains low. The government has put into 

action the strategic manner to tackle this problem. The researcher thought, within the 

study context, that glass ceiling and wall (male officials) are the main barrier for women 

to have equality in the local government institutions. This reviewed section will give 

researcher basic information related to national framework to promote gender equality 

in Cambodia, and this will be useful for researcher to find a better solution for gender 

equality upon existing gender policy, particularly in local government institutions. 

11. Conceptual Framework 

Gender equality enhancement, particularly in local government institutions 

requires crucial factors to support this effort. In this study, the conceptual framework 

above aims to explain the key objectives and variables to be studied in order to help 

foster gender equality in local government institutions. The conceptual framework is 

composed by taking concepts and theories from some main documents, authors, and 

organizations including ILO, UN WOMEN, SDGs, BPFA, CEDAW, NSDP, and 

MoWA. Ideas from ILO and UN WOMEN will be used to describe the variables of 

current status and perspective of female and male officials, namely power and decision 

making, participation, benefit sharing, opportunity, right, and voice and ideas. ILO and 

UN WOMEN clearly and similarly mentioned that gender equality should allow men 

and women to be equal in power and decision making, participation, benefit sharing, 

opportunity, right, and voice and ideas. Hence, those things can be key variables of 

current status and perspective of female and male officials in local government 

institutions.  

However, SDGs, BPFA, CEDAW, NSDP, and MoWA are offering the existing 

strategic frameworks to support gender equality in government institutions, and such 

things will be used to identify the challenges and develop proper solutions to bring 

gender equality within local government institutions. The goal 5 of SDGs is to achieve 

gender equality and empower all women and girls, which one of its targets is to ensure 

women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all 

levels of decision-making. Plus, CEDAW and BPFA, are the global frameworks, have 
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called governments as members to integrate gender concerns and perspectives into 

policies and programs to achieve the gender equality. Moreover, NSDP and MoWA’s 

Neary Rattanak IV are the national development framework to promote gender equality 

in Cambodia. These two important national development plans clearly depict the 

strategies to promote women’s presence in leadership position in public institutions, so 

researcher can rely on their existing strategies and put more input to produce better 

policies, actions, or recommendations in fostering gender equality, especially in local 

government institutions.   
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Figure 1: The conceptual framework of the research 
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12. Summary 

Gender equality is seriously considered a hot issue in the global context as well 

as Cambodia. One of today’s concerns within this topic is about gender equality in 

power structure and decision making, particularly in the local government institutions. 

As clearly depicted in its national strategic development plan 2014-2018, the number 

of women stays in power structure and decision making position remains under 

represented in Cambodia’s local government institutions. Male officials and other 

intangible factors can be inferred as glass ceiling and wall forbidding women from 

having equal right, decision, entitlement, benefit, and opportunity in the government 

institutions. 

Either The Royal Government of Cambodia or countries around the world have 

taken remarkable actions for this particular issue. Women’s empowerment, women in 

power structure promotion, awareness raising and capacity building activities are very 

essential to combat gender inequality, particularly in the local government institutions. 

However, the satisfaction of gender equality is not yet achieved as the proposed goal. 

Women’s presence in power structure and decision making in the local 

government institutions is very necessary for the organizations and the society as a 

whole. Every development initiative and activity which do not include women input 

tend to be bias and not efficient that lead to inequality for women in terms of right, 

decision, entitlement, benefit, and opportunity. Furthermore, lacking of women’s 

presence will not only effect on women, but also men, children, as well as the society. 

Methodology 

 This research was kind of qualitative research aimed to figure out the three main 

objectives 1) the current status of gender equality in the local governmental institution 

2) the perspective of male and femal e officials toward gender equality 3) to define the 

proper solution to combat this issue. The researcher selected the sampling by using 

purposive method which aimed to select the respondents based on their work 

experience, knowledge and position. Phenomenology was used to collect data. There 

were four main things to do that 1) semi-structured interview 2) focus group discussion 

3) non-participant observation and 4) desktop review (Creswell, 2007). Data analysis 
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was applied with the thematic analysis through coding the information, grouping the 

information into theme, validate all the information, and describe it into texture (Harden 

and Thomas, 2007).  

Research Area 

  The research took place in Battambang City, Battambang Province, Cambodia. 

The selected areas were Battambang Provincial Hall, Battambang Municipal Hall, and 

4 Sangkats. There are 13 cities and districts in Battambang Province. Battambang City 

is the main area for doing business, work, education, administration, and tourism. The 

reason to choose these areas was the time constraint. The researcher could not cover all 

the institutions in Battambang City since population was huge. This research based on 

the qualitative data; therefore, these areas were enough to get the information. Lastly, 

Cambodia focuses on the decentralization and de-concentration policy in the national 

strategic plan, so local government institutions (Battambang Provincial Hall, 

Battambang Municipal Hall, and communes/sangkats).  

Qualitative Research 

 Qualitative research has seen as a tool for seeking the understanding and most 

importantly when dealing with the complex and dynamic nature of human and their 

interaction (Creswell, 2007). The researcher applied this methodology in order to get 

the clearly represent the perspective from selected male and female government 

officials in term of gender equality among the institutions.  

 

Table 1:  Qualitative Methodology 

General Framework • seek to explore phenomena 

• use semi-structure methods such as in-depth 

interview, focus group discussion, and 

observation. 

Analytical Objectives • to describe the variations 

• to describe the individual experience 

• to describe group norms 
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Question Format Open-ended question 

Data Format Textual (Audio tapes, video tapes, and field notes) 

 

Key Informants 

 The key informant of this research focused on male government’s officials in 

senior position. Yet female officials were included in the study in order to validate with 

the male’s response toward gender equality inside the local governmental institutions. 

Purposive was employed to select the key informant for this research.  

 The reason for selecting the key informant in such manner based on three main 

reasons. Firstly, the researcher was difficult to access the respondent. Since all the 

respondents were in the senior position, it was hard to make the appointment with them. 

Another one was that, the researcher figured out the specific case so that the proposed 

key informants allowed the researcher to find out the current status of gender equality 

and the perspective of male and female officials toward gender equality in the 

institutions. And lastly, the researcher chose some female officials in the senior position 

to validate the response from male officials and described the current status of gender 

in the institutions. The researcher selected two sangkats located in the town and the 

other two sangkats outside of the town. The reason beyond that was the in town 

sangkats which had different environment from the outside town more importantly for 

the outside town, there were challenging, tough, and working far from the city. 

Furthermore, since the time constraint the researcher could not afford to cover all 10 

sangkats in BTBC. The researcher went screening on whom should be invite to join the 

interview as well as the group discussion. And the result was that, a female deputy 

governor of Battambang Provincial hall, two male deputy governors of Battambang 

Provincial Hall, a female of member of Battambang Provincial Councilor, a female of 

deputy of Battambang Municipality Hall, one male deputy governor of Battambang 

Municipality Hall, one female and one male of members of Battambang Municipal 

Councilor, one female and two male chiefs of Sangkat, and one member of Sangkat 

Councilor were invited. The reason to choose them was that they work inside the 

institutions for more than five years, and they did have the fully right to make decision 

as their responsibilities.   
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Table 2 : Key Informant 

 

Sampling Purposive Sampling 

• depend on the resource and time available 

• study’s objectives 

• identify participants based on selected criteria 

and experiences ( officials workers who stand in 

high position and got work experience related to 

gender equality from 2-5 years) 

Semi-structured 

interview 

• BTBP (2;2) senior position officials (vice 

governor or member of provincial councilor) 

• BTBM (2;2) senior position officials (vice 

governor or member of municipal councilor) 

• Sangkats (2;2) senior position (chief or vice 

chief sangkat or member of sangkat councilor) 

Group Discussion • BTBP (2) member of provincial councilor or in 

senior position 

• BTBM (2) member of municipal councilor or in 

senior position 

• Sangkat (2) member of sangkat councilor or in 

senor position 

Non-participant 

observation 

• BTBP (1) monthly councilor meeting, board of 

governor meeting 

• BTBM (1) monthly councilor meeting, board of 

governor meeting 
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Table 3: The number of respondent in semi-structure interview 

 

Institutions 

Number of 

respondents  Description 

Female Male 

Provincial Hall 

2 2 

- 2 female senior position officials (vice 

governor or member of councilor) 

- 2 male senior position officials (governor 

or vice governor, chairman of councils) 

Municipality 

Hall 
2 2 

- 2 female senior position officials (vice 

governor or member of councilor) 

- 2 male senior position officials (governor 

or vice governor, chairman of councils) 

Sangkats 

2 2 

- 2 female senior position officials 

(commune chief or vice chief) 

- 2 male senior position officials (commune 

chief or vice chief) 

 

Table 4: The number of respondent in group discussion 

 
Institutions Number of participants Description 

Provincial Hall 

2 

- deputy governor of 

Battambang Provicnial 

Hall (female) 

- deputy governor of 

Battambang Provincial 

Hall (male) 

Municipality Hall 

2 

- deputy governor of 

Battambang Provicnial 

Hall (female) 
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- deputy governor of 

Battambang Provincial 

Hall (male) 

Sangkats 
2 

- Female chief of Sangkat 

- Male chief of Sangkat 

 

Table 5: The number of non-participation observation 

 

Institutions Number of meeting Type of meeting 

Provincial Hall 
1 

Monthly council meeting 

Municipality Hall 
1 

Monthly council meeting 

 

Data Collection 

 In order to collect data, the researcher applied phenomenology. This method 

discussed on the experience of the participants as well as helped the researcher to 

understand more deeply on the phenomenon they got. The reasons to choose this 

method were 1) match with the objective on the perspective of male and female officials 

on gender equality inside the local governmental institutions 2) phenomenology is one 

of the methodologies to collect data in the qualitative research. Since this research was 

based on qualitative research, so it was not possible to rely on simple electronic searches 

of database. Yet the researcher needed to seek for the actual information based on the 

participants’ experiences in order to response with the research questions. In order to 

collect information, the researcher set the specific time and date with the participants 

from the Battambang Provincial Hall, Battambang Municipality Hall, and 4 Sangkats. 
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Table 6: Data Collection 

 

Phenomenology • discuss on the experience of participants more 

deeply 

• describe the experience through interview, 

group discussion, and non-participant 

observation 

• match with the objective of the research which 

base on the perspective of gender equality 

between male and female officials 

Semi-structured 

interview 

• provide on understanding on the current status 

of gender equality and the perspective of 

gender equality 

• to get deep information from the participants 

Focus group discussion • employ question to ask the group 

• to validate the response from the interview 

• provide the understanding of the perspective in 

gender equality and to find the proper solutions 

Non-participant 

observation 

• to validate all the information from the 

respondent 

Desktop review • get more understanding on the gap of existing 

strategies and actions to promote gender 

• helped the researcher to initiate solutions based 

on the study 

 

Data Analysis 

 The researcher employed thematic analysis which followed with four main 

steps. The researcher started with coding the information collected from the 

respondents. The researcher collected all the information then recorded it in to the 

computer. After that, the researcher started to go through line by line to find the main 
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idea and key words. The next step was that group code into theme. To do that the 

researcher went through the information once again. Then the researcher started to 

group into theme with the main key words and information. The researcher needed to 

look for similarities and differences between the codes into a hierarchal tree structure. 

Once this step completed, the researcher started to validate all the information which 

collected from the participants. The last step was describing data into textile. This step 

was quite difficult since the researcher had to interpret, judgment, and used the insights 

of the researcher. To achieve this, the descriptive themes were adapted to emerge the 

finding to answer the research questions (Harden and Thomas, 2007).  

Results 

 From the study, the researcher collected the result as below: 

Current Status on Gender Equality inside the Governmental Institutions 

 Current status of gender equality was one of the objectives for the study. This 

aimed to understand about the current status on the number of male and female officials 

inside the governmental institutions, women’s empowerment, and sharing on gender 

equality in BTBC. The result had been found as below: 

1. The number of male and female official 

Since low education and culture norm were the barriers to entail women into 

higher education; therefore, the number of female officials was less than male officials. 

In somehow, the discrimination still exists as there were a small amount of people who 

did not fully understand about gender equality. One respondent claimed in the interview 

that “In the municipal council, the number of female officials was 2 out of 11. That 

showed there was lack of women to participate in the council. The reason behind that 

was in some family context, people did not encourage and gave chance to women. As 

a result, it affected women for not being strong enough to participate and join in the 

public sector.” For some reason there was the unsupportive from female officials 

themselves. People would definitely get jealous once the other got higher than them. It 

was the same in some officials in BTBC.  
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In term of power and decision making, two kinds of opportunities for female 

officials had been shared. Female officials got equal opportunity like male did. 

Following are excerpts of the interview to response with this idea: 

“...We were allowed to raise problems in each annual meeting. Moreover, there 

was no discrimination which regards race and political policies...” (The member of 

commune councilor of Sangkat Svay Por) 

According to policy in Cambodia, female and male officials got equal right. 

Female officials created their own opportunity to make decision. They could manage 

to decide once they had high education. Furthermore, high position could lead them to 

perform better in work.  

To conclude, the majority of officials in the governmental institution in BTBC 

were male officials. The causes behind that were lack of education, culture norm, lack 

of understanding on gender equality, and lack of support from family and society. Yet 

once we discussed on making decision, female officials got equal chance to share and 

expressed their opinion toward work. In order to do that, they had to have high 

education. 

2. Women’s empowerment 

Empowerment was not only focus on making decision but it also included with 

chance to get promoted, benefit sharing, equal opportunity for participation, value of 

female’s voice inside the government institutions. 

Right, role and position, and qualification and ability were something which 

gives chance for female officials to make decision. Both male and female officials 

shared the right to decide in the organization equally. For instance, for those who 

worked as the deputy provincial governor or deputy municipal governor, they got more 

right to offer the decision. More than that, female officials were included in 

implementing activities, administrative work, training, and consulting. 

In here, participation referred to workshop, training, meeting, discussion, 

seminar or any kinds of events conducted by the government or any international 

organization. The result surprisingly showed that there were more female officials to 

participate in the workshop or training which relate to gender equality than male 

officials.  
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The chief of Sangkat Toul Ta Ek said that “...There were 80% of participants 

from female. It showed that women got more interest in this field more than men. Yet 

when there were staff meetings or councilor meetings, the amount of male officials were 

more than female officials…”  

Benefit sharing was one of the essential parts to prove that both male and female 

officials got equal in term of working condition.  

“…Male officials were glad to see female official got benefit and development 

like they did...” (The chief of Sangkat Oumal) 

From the study, both male and female officials got equal paid as well as the 

incentive which gained from the administrative fee in each year. Accordance with the 

law of Ministry of Economic and Finance, there was a scoring method in each 

department to evaluate on their work’s result and track their attendance.  

Getting promotion was also included to clarify that gender equality inside the 

institution was balance. There was a law which stated that within two years working 

period, both male and female officials would get the opportunity to be promoted. There 

is no law state that women could not become the political representative, yet they need 

to be active in the politic and have the qualification to become one since this work is 

tough. 

“...I was promoted to become the deputy governor since I had done enough work 

inside the institution for so long, and had fulfill all my responsibilities so far. There was 

no doubt that I could become like today...” (The deputy governor of Battambang 

Provinial Hall) 

  Even though there was an equal sharing for getting promotion in the institutions, 

the number of female officials was still become an issue since there was less female 

officials in the governmental institution. Therefore, the chance for getting promotion 

would give to male officials. 

The result illustrated that the female’s voice had been heard from the male 

officials inside the government institutions. Male officials respected to the ideas of 

female officials since they worked closely with the community. And more likely to 

understandable on women and child matter more than male officials did.  

 “...We established the Committee for Women Affairs and Child Protection in 

each commune and Sangkats. The committee helped admonished children who leave 
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school in young ages and reduced family who were affected by disaster. And yet those 

reasons should be reliable and aimed to develop the community and city...” (The chief 

of Sangkat Oumal) 

To include, to empower women in term of gender equality inside the 

governmental institution could be done by provide equal chance to make decision, 

participate in every event, shared benefits, get promoted, and value women’s voice. The 

amount of female officials were less than male officials which lead to be unequal in 

somehow of getting promotion. For decision making, they got equal chance to decide. 

In each meeting, they were allowed to raise ideas. One thing to be note was that the 

majority of participate in events which relate to gender equality, the number of female 

officials were more than male officials. And lastly, women’s voice inside the 

governmental institutions was accepted in each meeting base on their responsibility on 

women and children. 

3. Sharing on gender equality in Cambodia 

Gender equality had been widespread throughout Cambodia especially in the 

local level and upper level. Racism did not appear to female officials. 

 “…In the community, there were three meetings per year in order to spread on 

gender equality...” (The member of Sangkat svay por councilor) 

Furthermore, the RGC disseminate on gender equality widely through 

workshops or meetings especially included gender equality in each activity. In the sub-

national level, they also created the rectangular strategy which involve women in each 

department and support fund to improve the capacity building for women and spread 

out about gender equality 

The Perspective of Male and Female Officials on Gender Equality inside the 

Governmental Institution 

 The perspective of the governmental officials on gender equality would help the 

researcher to get more concepts on this term.  
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1. The definition of gender equality 

Gender equality had been viewed as the action which share equal value between 

male and female officials in term of family and social context. Both male and female 

distributed equal chance in order to complete tasks equally within the institutions; 

moreover, role and position were not included to be judge while complete tasks.  

 “…From my perspective, gender equality is the equality between male and 

female. They share equal work, benefits, and responsibility together not to mention only 

in the workplace but also in the family context…” (The member of the governor 

councilor) 

2. Women’s empowerment 

For this part, empowerment contained with four parts: benefit sharing inside the 

government institutions, female in power and decision making, women’s participation, 

and women and position. 

Benefit sharing had been shared equally between male and female officials such 

as social affairs, economics, and other activities. Male officials were not hesitated to 

share with them. From their perspective, comparing both male and female officials 

toward the percentage of being successful could be bias.  

 “...Female officials made slow progress than male officials did, yet the chance 

for them to be success was highly than. Female officials required more time to do 

critical thinking over the decision and to be well-prepared...” (The deputy governor of 

municipality of Battambang Province) 

“...For me, I did not say that women could not make faster progress like us. But 

from my experience, I could assume that they were careful with decision making more 

than us. We just made quicker decision, yet would adapt when something happen 

opposite from our thinking...” (The deputy governor of Battambang Provincial Hall) 

Experience and responsibility were what needed to decide. In some 

circumstance, female officials would not dare to make decision which related to 

legislator. 

Since there were not enough female officials in the governmental institution, it 

became the big issue for gender equality. We got 1/3 of women in the national level. 
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And yet from the study, to support female officials to join in the government, the 

foundation and knowledge was required.  

 “…I thought that participation from female were not enough. Most women not 

dare to join in the government institutions. Some of them would just leave the work in 

case of no support from their family and they required to quit their job in order to take 

care of household chore…” (The member of municipal councilor) 

The minority of government officials who stand in high position was female 

officials. The discussion was made since female officials were require to travel far from 

the workplace. Therefore, most chances were given to male officials than female 

officials. To spend one night or more from the workplace could be the challenge for 

female officials. Women were encouraged to be in senior position since they understood 

women’s issues better than men. 

 “…To be in a senior position, women should develop their own capacity 

building, multi skills, and opportunity...” (The member of municipal councilor) 

In short, the perspective of male officials toward female officials in term of 

sharing benefit was that more chance should provide to female officials since they 

should be provided time to show their abilities and develop their knowledge. However, 

it was noted that some female officials ignored the chance to get promoted as they could 

not leave their own comfort zone and were not confident to responsible in high 

responsibility. For decision making, female officials still lack of confident to raise or 

making decision. That showed that the gap between male and female officials still 

distant. Women’s participation was one of the concern since there were lack of female 

officials inside the governmental institution. Lastly, women and position which 

required female officials to improve on the term of capacity building and multi skills in 

order to get ready for the challenge in the society. 

3. Women and Support 

Support was divided into three main parts for this study: support in term of 

sharing idea, men’s support, and government’s support. 

Sharing idea was raised to be the essential part to encourage women to join in 

the governmental institutions.  
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 “…Providing opportunity for women to share ideas and join in any occasion, 

put high attention on female officials, compliment them when they complete the tasks 

well, motivate them, and allow them to join in training in order to develop their capacity 

were the ways to support female officials in term of sharing ideas...” (The deputy 

governor of Municipality) 

 “…Men also were the big part to empower women.We never did any harm to 

threaten women both body and feeling in the institutions. I collaborated with women 

and assigned them to join in any events. In order to complete their tasks well, female 

officials needed support from male officials. They could help with both feeling and 

ideas when they needed...” (The chief of Sangkat Oumal) 

 Government’s support was one of the best support to strengthen the chance for 

succeed. So far, the RGC set out the strategy that at least 40-50% shall be female 

officials.  

 “In the provincial level, there should be at least one deputy governor who 

responsible on gender equality.” (The chief of Sangkat Kdol Dounteav) 

 To concluded, female officials needed support from idea sharing support, men’s 

support and government’s support in order to complete their work well. Without those 

support, female officials would face some challenging.  

4. Gender Equality in term of Development 

Gender equality was included in the term of development. Therefore, both male 

and female officials had to work together to reach this target. Women were able to take 

care of education, security, and problem which relate to women and children as they 

worked closely with them. One proverb said “Women are the backbone of the 

development of the country.”  

 “…Without women, we cannot make the development in the society. Women 

are crucial need for us. They have to be place in the development strategy in the society. 

They are the one who deal closely with women themselves and children...” (The chief 

of Sangkat Kdol Dounteav)  
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5. Challenges of Gender Equality 

Challenges of gender equality were the old mindset of female officials and the 

impact from male officials toward female officials in the governmental institutions. 

Mindset was the major issue in this term.  

 “…Some female officials thought they were weak; and they could not do like 

men did. That is what make them feel hesitate in perform their job well. Women could 

not turn around the stove.…” (The chief of Sangkat Toul Ta Ek) 

For some male perspective, they thought that there was a boundary between 

female’s work and male’s work. They did not open heart and fully attend the neither 

training nor workshop which relate to gender equality.  

By the way, that was true that some elder generation still hold onto the old 

mindset. They were not help and encourage female officials to perform their work. 

Some male officials thought that gender equality focused on women only. Therefore, 

only women should deal with this problem than them. That led to less voice negotiation, 

decision making, and work implementation. Some male officials were proud of 

themselves which could affect the female officials feeling. They would think like they 

were useless and seriously would quit their job once they force big trouble. 

Proper Solutions to Address the Issues of Gender Equality 

 From the responded, the researcher found few solutions to be considered from 

the respondent.  

 “…Female officials should build up their own ability especially on knowledge, 

skills, research, and experience. Not many women could do that. Yet I encouraged them 

to improve those special skills; therefore, they could promote quickly...” (The member 

of municipal councilor)  

Moreover, the critical thinking skill was also essential skill for them to develop 

their own capacity. Through the tradition and culture, women are softer and more likely 

to be frustrated with everything. There were fewer women who are brave which brought 

them to hesitate in making decision. Commitment to work was one of the solutions to 

combat this problem. It was true that working in the government institution could not 

get high salary as working in the international organization. And it led for bringing up 
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this barrier to hire both men and women into the government. Anyway, some women 

still hold onto the old mindset.  

“…It would be better if women themselves throw away the stereotype or old 

mindset. Besides working as a teacher, they shall join in the parliament or in the senior 

position…” (The vice governor of BTBP) 

 In order to decrease this issue, government played the major support to 

encourage women to participant in any events such as training, workshop, and to 

represent in the politic. Moreover, the government required to spread on gender equality 

more widely especially in the remote area.  

“…From my perspective, for those who worked as a leader in the country 

especially for male officials, they should follow the fundamental policies in order to 

encourage and support female officials to complete their tasks...”  (The chief of 

Sangkat Toul Ta Ek) 

Additionally, it could not be completely eradicated which require active 

participation in other tasks or policies of the government about gender equality in 

compliance with millennium development goals about women’s participation, the 

celebration of International Women’s Day and Women Development Workshop Group, 

which led be the King’s Mother, support Gender Equality and MoWA.  

 To sum up, women on the term of development on their own capacity needed 

to be improved. They shall have to adapt and ready for the new challenge in the society. 

Moreover, to get the voice heard, they need to be strong on themselves and to become 

educated to fight against the inequality in the work place. To response to this issue, the 

government also needs to keep spreading on gender equality, encourage both male and 

female officials to follow the policies inside the institutions, and be actively in practice 

through the millennium development goal.  

Discussion 

 Based on the result of the study, there are few things to be considered. Firstly, 

it was about chance to make decision. Both of male and female officials got equal 

chance, yet the number of female officials were less than male officials. Similar to 

Vaeinte Nationen (2014) showed that women staying in power structure and decision 

making position still remain low. Alexander & Welzel (2007) believed in the four 
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aspects of gender equality which included educational level and standard of living. 

Those were the factors which stop female’s official to join in any event or to make 

decision. High education could help female officials to join in the civic actions. The 

researcher assumed that male officials still be in the main role to develop the society.  

 The other one was that the chance for benefit sharing inside the government 

institution. Female’s officials were likely to get equal chance like the male did. Just yet 

there still was lack of their participation inside the institutions. It was not strange to see 

something like this since low education and culture norm still exist in the society  

 Next, it was about the perspective of gender equality. Support from male 

officials will help female officials to claim their right and feel safe and encourage 

(Unicef & others, 2011). Likewise, females were lack of support from their family and 

society. Therefore, they needed the encouragement from their families and men to 

fulfill their dream. In term of sharing ideas, some of them would remain silent once 

they were asked for sharing idea. They will just throw away their opportunity once they 

thought they were not able to do that. Being promoted, accordance to World Bank 

(2012), 4 out of 10 people globally in most developing countries agreed on term of jobs 

were given to men than women once it scarce. It led to inequality between male and 

female officials to participate in the governmental institutions. Yet there was one thing 

which showed that the gender equality had been widely spread out through the whole 

country especially in the sub-national level.  

 Lastly, based on Caren (2003) the discrimination in the family and societal 

institutions, social, cultural, and religion norms led to stereotypes which were the 

barriers for women’s decision. Identically, from the result of the study showed that in 

spite of family and social norm, women themselves were the one who create those 

problems on their own. Some women were not interested in working in the government 

with low-paid beside that they were interested to work as an accountant more than. 

Some of them chose being with family more than spending time on outdoor job. 

Anyway, solution shall be made to combat this issue. (Secretary-General, 2002) 

suggested that to enhance women in power and structures and decision making needed 

to be comprehensive approach within local and national level also including with 

capacity building and training program, and gender equality structure promotion. 

Lastly, the researcher found out that women should able to change the old mindset and 
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ready to take challenge in the society. Therefore, they could get more chance to 

participate in any activities. 

Conclusion 

 From the result, it came to concluded that the current status of gender equality 

was steadily increased. The number of female officials was less than male officials. In 

term of women’s empowerment, female officials shared equal chance to participate in 

any events, got promoted, made decision, and to get the voice heard inside the 

institutions. Gender Equality had been widespread throughout the country. The 

perspective of both male and female officials showed that gender equality was essential 

in term of development. Some female officials were more confident than in the previous 

generation. They could manage to follow what male officials did. As a result, there 

were female officials who got promoted. However, there was some impact from male’s 

perspective toward gender equality. For those who not fully understand about this term. 

Therefore, they did not give fully attention on this issue. Old mindset was reduced in 

practicing inside the governmental institution. Female officials’ perspective on gender 

equality was that they were ready to take the challenge and to fight for their voice to be 

heard. 

Recommendation 

 Recommendation could be made to help future researcher in developing 

country as below: 

➢ Government of BTBC: 

• The local and sub-national level should implement leadership training, and 

capacity building to improve the skill for female officials. 

• Encourage female officials to participate in the political representative. 

➢ Future research: 

• To expand sample in order to get from the entire departments in BTBC. 

• If possible, there shall be using of quantitative method to get the actual number 

of current status of gender equality. 
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Figure 2: Focus Group Discussion Activities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 : Semi-structured Interview in Sangkats 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 : Non-participation during Provincial Council Monthly Meeting 
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APPENDIX 2- QUESTIONAIRE 

(SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW)  
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SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 

• Current Status of Gender Equality: 

1. Do you think that female officials get equal chance to make a decision? 

2. If so, please indicate how they get the chance from your government 

institutions? 

3. If not, what are the reasons that make female officials get unequal chance to 

make decision? 

4. Is there any way for female official do to monitor their work result? How do 

they do that?  

5. From your own experience whenever the government institution conducts any 

meeting, do you think that female official’s participation is as same as to male 

officials’ participation? 

6. If not, would you mind telling me about the reason that those female officials 

could not participate like male officials do? 

7. How do you think about benefit sharing between male officials and female 

officials (benefit includes finance, capacity development program, opportunity 

to be promoted, etc.)? In somehow do you think both of them get the same 

benefit? Why do you think like this? 

8. Talking about opportunity, who get more chance to be promoted? Why is that 

so? 

9. Do you think that gender equality is widespread in Cambodia especially in 

government institution? 

10. Will you or other government officials listen to the idea of female officials? 

How do you think about their ideas? 

• Perspective of male and female government officials on gender 

equality: 

11. Have you ever heard about gender equality before? 

12. What do you think about gender equality in the government institution 

nowadays? 

13. How do you or your organization share benefit with your colleague? Are female 

officials taken into account in benefit sharing? 
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14. From your point of view, what action will you make to prove that benefit sharing 

between male and female officials is equal?  

15. In your own opinion, what are the challenges of gender equality in your 

workplace? 

16. How do you think about female officials who work in a higher position which 

include decision making? 

17. In term of giving decision making, who do you think perform better? Why do 

you think so? 

18. What role do you think that women should perform inside the government’s 

institution? 

19. How do you do to support female official in term of sharing idea? 

20. From your perspective, does gender equality push up the development in the 

country? Why or why not? 

21. In your own view, why female officials still get fear or are afraid of making a 

decision or sharing idea? 

22. Do you think it is important to promote Gender Equality in the government 

institution? What are the reasons that you think so? 

• Solution for Gender Equality: 

23. Can you tell me about what has the government done to support Gender 

Equality? 

24. In your workplace, have you notified any barrier that pause those actions? Why? 

25. In what way that you think male officials could have a negative impact to female 

officials in the local governmental institution? 

26. What do you want to see in the future about Gender Equality in the government 

institution? 

27. Do you think that stereotype is the reason why male official has more power in 

the government institutions? Why? 

28. Can you raise some personal experience that is connected to stereotype in 

Cambodia as well as inside the government institution? 

29. Is there any action to combat the stereotype on gender inequality in the 

government institutions? 
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APPENDIX-3 QUESTIONAIRE 

(SEMI-STUCTURED INTERVIEW IN CAMBODIA’S LANGUAGE) 
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 (SEMI-STUCTURED INTERVIEW IN CAMBODIA’S LANGUAGE) 

I. បច្ចុបបន្នភាពនន្សមភាពយេន្ឌរ័៖ 

1. យតើអ្នកគិតថាមន្តន្រីជាន្តសរីទទួលបាន្ឱកាសយសមើគ្នន ឬយទកនុងការសយរមច្ចិ្តរ? 

2. របសិន្ជាពួកយគទទួលបាន្យសមើគ្នន , សូមយមត្តរ រ៉ា េរ៉ា បថ់ា ពួកគ្នតទ់ទួលបាន្    ឱកាស

យសមើគ្នន យន្េះយ៉ា ងដូច្យមរច្? 

3. របសិន្ជាគ្នម ន្យទ,យតើមូលយេតុអ្វីដដលយ្វើឲ្យន្តសរីពុុំអាច្ទទួលបាន្ឱកាសយសមើគ្នន កនុងការ

សយរមច្ចិ្តរដូច្បុរស? 

4. យតើមន្តន្រីជាន្តសរីអាច្យ្វើការវាេតនមៃយលើការងារដដលពួកគ្នតប់ាន្យ្វើដដររយឺទ? យតើពួកគ្នត់

យ្វើយោេរយបៀបណា? 

5. កនុងគុំនិ្តរបស់អ្នក, រល់យពលដដលស្ថា បន័្របស់អ្នកបាន្យរៀបច្ុំកិច្ចរបជុុំ រកឺសិ៏កាា ស្ថលា 

យតើការចូ្លរមួរបស់មន្តន្រីជាន្តសរីមាន្លកាណៈដូច្យៅនឹ្ងការចូ្លរមួរបស់មន្តន្រីជាបុរស

យ៉ា ងណាដដរ? 

6. របសិន្ជាមនិ្មាន្លកាណៈដូច្គ្នន យទ, សូមយ្វើការបករស្ថេ។ 

7. យតើអ្នកេល់យ៉ា ងណាច្ុំយ េះការទទួលបាន្នូ្វអ្តារបយយជន្យ៍សេងៗ (រមួមាន្ដសនក

េិរញ្ញ វតាុ, ការអ្ភវិឌឍន្ស៍មតាភាព, និ្ងឱកាសកនុងការយ ើងឋាន្ៈជាយដើម) រវាងមន្តន្រីជា

ន្តសរី និ្ងបុរសកនុងស្ថា បន័្របស់អ្នក? យតើអ្នកគិតថាពួកគ្នតទ់ទួលបាន្សលរបយយជន្យ៍សមើ

គ្នន ដដររយឺទ? យេតុអ្វី? 

8. យបើនិ្យេអ្ុំពីឱកាស, យតើអ្នកគិតថាអ្នកណានឹ្ងទទួលបាន្ឱកាសយរច្ើន្ជាងកនុងការតុំ

យលើងឋាន្ៈ? យេតុអ្វី? 

9. យតើអ្នកគិតថាសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័រតូវបាន្សេពវសាេទូទុំងរបយទសកមពុជាពិយសស កនុងស្ថា

បន័្រដឋឬយទ? 
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10. យតើអ្នក រកឺម៏ន្តន្រីយសេងយទៀតកនុងស្ថា បន័្របស់អ្នក នឹ្ងស្ថរ បនូ់្វការសរល់យយបល់ដដលយលើក

យ ើងយោេមន្តន្រីជាន្តសរីដដររយឺទ? យតើអ្នកេល់យ៉ា ងណាច្ុំយ េះមតិរបស់ពួកគ្នត?់ 

II. ការេល់យ ើញរបស់មន្តន្រជីាបុរស និ្ងន្តសរីយៅយលើសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័៖ 

11. យតើអ្នកដដលលឺអ្ុំពីសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័ពីមុន្មកយទ? 

12. យតើអ្នកេល់យ៉ា ងណាច្ុំយ េះសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័យៅកនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋកនុងយពលយន្េះ? 

13. យតើអ្នក រកឺម៏ន្តន្រីយសេងៗកនុងស្ថា បន័្របស់អ្នកបាន្ដច្ករ ុំដលកនូ្វសលរបយយជន្ជ៍ាមេួ

មន្តន្រីរមួការងារដដររយឺទ? យតើមន្តន្រីជាន្តសរីរតូវបាន្របប់ញ្ចូ លដដលរយឺទ? 

14. កនុងយយបល់របស់អ្នក, យតើអ្នកេល់ថាសកមមភាពអ្វីដដលរតូវអ្នុ្វតរ យដើមបបីញ្ជា កថ់ាការ

ដច្កសលរបយយជន្ម៍ាន្ភាពយសមើគ្នន ? 

15. យតើអ្នកអាច្របាបអ់្ុំពីបញ្ជា របឈមនន្សមភាពយេន្ឌរ័កនុងស្ថា បន័្របស់អ្នកបាន្រយឺទ? 

16. យតើអ្នកេល់យ៉ា ងណាច្ុំយ េះន្តសរី ដដលមាន្តួនាទីខ្ពស់កនុងជួរស្ថា បន័្រដឋរបស់អ្នក ដដល

រមួបញ្ចូ លទុំងការសយរមច្ចិ្តរ? 

17. កនុងការសយរមច្ចិ្តរ, យតើអ្នកគិតថាអ្នកណាដដលចូ្លរមួបាន្លអជាង? យេតុអ្វី? 

18. យតើអ្នកគិតថាតួនាទីអ្វីដដលមន្តន្រីជាន្តសរីគួយ្វើកនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋ? 

19. យតើអ្នកនឹ្ងយ្វើយ៉ា ងដូច្យមរច្កនុងការគ្នុំរទឲ្យមន្តន្រីជាន្តសរីចូ្លរមួកនុងការបយញ្ចមតិ? 

20. យតើអ្នកគិតថាសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័អាច្ជួេ ជរមុញកនុងការអ្ភវិឌឍកនុងរបយទសដដររយឺទ? 

យេតុអ្វី? 

21. យតើអ្នកគិតថាអ្វី ដដលជាមូលយេតុយ្វើឲ្យមន្តន្រីជាន្តសរី មាន្ភាពភេ័ខ្លៃ ច្កនុងការសយរមច្

ចិ្តរ រកឺស៏រល់មតិយយបល់? 

22. យតើអ្នកគិតថាវាសុំខ្លន្ដ់ដររយឺទកនុងការជរមុញសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័កនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋ? យយង

ត្តមយេតុសលអ្វីខ្ៃេះ? 
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III. ដុំយណាេះរស្ថេទកទ់ងនឹ្ងសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័៖ 

23. យតើអ្នកអាច្របាបខ់្្ុ ុំបាន្ដដររយឺទថាយតើរជរោឋ ភបិាលបាន្យ្វើអ្វីខ្ៃេះកនុងការគ្នុំរទសមភាព

យេន្ឌរ័? 

24. យតើអ្នកបាន្សយងេតយ ើញថាមាន្បញ្ជា ណាខ្ៃេះដដលររុំងកនុងការអ្នុ្វតរសកមមភាពទុំង

យនាេះ? យេតុអ្វី? 

25. យតើអ្នកគិតថាមន្តន្រីជាបុរសបាន្យ្វើអ្វីខ្ៃេះ ដដលយ្វើឲ្យមាន្សលប៉ាេះ ល់អ្វជិាមាន្ដល់មន្តន្រី

ជាន្តសរីកនុងស្ថា បន័្? 

26. យតើអ្នកច្ងប់ាន្អ្វីនាយពលអ្នាគតច្ុំយ េះសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័កនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋ? 

27. យតើអ្នកគិតថា កត្តរ សនតគ់ុំនិ្ត គឺជាមូលយេតុដដលយ្វើឲ្យមន្តន្រីជាបុរសមាន្អ្ុំនាច្ជាងមន្តន្រី

ជាន្តសរីកនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋឬយទ? យេតុអ្វី? 

28. យតើអ្នកអាច្យលើកេក កត្តរ សនតគ់ុំនិ្ត ដដលយកើតមាន្យ ើងកនុងរបយទសកមពុជា កដូ៏ច្ជាស្ថា

បន័្របស់អ្នកយោេដសអកយលើបទពិយស្ថ្ន្ផ៍្ទា ល់ខ្ៃួន្ខ្ៃេះៗបាន្យទ? 

29. យតើមាន្សកមមភាពណាដដលអាច្លុបបុំបាតនូ់្វ កត្តរ សនតគ់ុំនិ្ត កនុងសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័កនុង

ស្ថា បន័្រដឋ?  
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APPENDIX 4- QUESTIONAIRE 

(GROUP DISCUSSION) 
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 (GROUP DISCUSSION) 

1. How do you give the definition of Gender Equality?  

2. What is the current status of Gender Equality in Cambodia especially in 

Battambang City? 

3. How do male officials act toward female officials?  

4. When we discuss about benefit sharing, which side should get more benefit or 

opportunity? Or they should get equal chance? Why or why not? 

5. Will you support to put more women in the higher position? Why or why not? 

6. Who do you think that has the most powerful voice to make a decision making?  

7. What is the reason why female officials feel uncomfortable to share idea or give 

decision during the meeting or workshop? 

8. Is that important to discuss about Gender Equality inside the government 

institution? How is it important toward the development in the country? 

9. From your experience, is there any problem inside the government institution 

which relate to Gender Equality? If so, please indicate some problem. 

10. How do you suggest to change or to improve the policy in term of promoting 

Gender Equality in the government institutions? At least 3 suggestions. 
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APPENDIX 5- QUESTIONAIRE 

(GROUP DISCUSSION IN CAMBODIA’S LANGUAGE) 
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 (GROUP DISCUSSION IN CAMBODIA’S LANGUAGE) 

1. ចូ្រឲ្យនិ្េមន្េ័សមភាពយេន្ឌរ័។ 

2. យតើបច្ចុបបន្នភាពនន្សមភាពយេន្ឌរ័កនុងរបយទសកមពុជា ជាពិយសសយខ្តរបាតដ់ុំបងមាន្    លកា

ណៈយ៉ា ងដូច្យមរច្? 

3. កនុងការអ្នុ្វតរការងារ យតើមន្តន្រីជាបុរសបាន្យ្វើយ៉ា ងដូច្យមរច្ខ្ៃេះដល់មន្តន្រីជាន្តសរី? 

4. យតើមន្តន្រីជាន្តសរី ឬបុរសគួរទទួលបាន្សលរបយយជន្រ៍ឱឺកាសយរច្ើន្ជាង? រកឺយ៏សមើគ្នន ? យេតុអ្វី? 

5. យតើអ្នកគ្នុំរទឲ្យមាន្ការបដន្ាមច្ុំនួ្ន្មន្តន្រីជាន្តសរីកនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋជាពិយសសកនុងតួនាទីខ្ពស់ឬយទ? 

យេតុអ្វី? 

6. យតើអ្នកគិតថាអ្នកណាមាន្អ្ុំនាច្កនុងការសយរមច្ចិ្តរយរច្ើន្ជាងយគកនុងស្ថា បន័្របស់អ្នក? 

7. យតើមូលយេតុអ្វីដដលយ្វើឲ្យមន្តន្រីជាន្តសរីមាន្ការពិបាកកនុងការសយរមច្ចិ្តរ រកឺស៏រល់យយបល់? 

8. យតើវាមាន្ស្ថរៈសុំខ្លន្ដ់ដររយឺទកនុងការពិភាកាយៅយលើសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័កនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋ? យតើវា

មាន្ស្ថរៈរបយយជន្ដូ៍ច្យមរច្ខ្ៃេះកនុងការអ្ភវិឌឍរបយទស? 

9. យតើអ្នកសយងេតយ ើញមាន្បញ្ជា អ្វីខ្ៃេះ ដដលបាន្យកើតយ ើងកនុងស្ថា បន័្របស់អ្នកដដល កព់ន័្ធ

យៅយលើសមភាពយេន្ឌរ័? សូមបញ្ជា ក។់ 

10. សូមយលើកយ ើងនូ្វ៣ច្ុំនុ្ច្យដើមបដីកដរប រយឺ្វើឲ្យមាន្ភាពលអរបយសើរកនុងការជរមុញយៅយលើ

សមភាពយេន្ឌរ័កនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋ។ 
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APPENDIX 6- INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

Dear Participant: 

 

You are invited to participate in a study that will attempt to understand the experience 

and perspective of you on gender equality in the government institution in Battambang 

City, Battambang Province, Cambodia. You can decide not to participate because the 

participants are supposed to involve with the study in a voluntary basis. The following 

information is provided in order to help you make an informed decision whether to or 

not you would like to participate. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to 

ask. You are eligible to participate in this study because you stand in a determined 

senior position in the government institution in one of Battambang Provincial Hall, 

Battambang Municipality, and Sangkats. 

 

Title of Research: Gender Equality in the Government Institution in Battambang City, 

Battambang Province, Cambodia 

 

Purpose of the research: This research aims to find out the current status of gender 

equality in the government institution, to understand about the perspective of male and 

female officials on the term of gender equality and to develop the proper solutions to 

this issue. 

 

Procedure: You will be asked to participate in an interview and allow the researcher 

to observe you. The interview will take approximately one hour to one hour and a half 

of your time. The interview will be audio recorded and will take place at your office. 

During the interview, you will be asked a series of questions. These questions are 

designed to allow you to share your experience as well as to share about your 

perspective on gender equality inside the government institution. Additionally, the 

researcher will observe you during the monthly council meeting which will be 

undertaken in your place.  
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Risks and/or Discomforts: There are no known risks or discomforts associated with 

this research because your personal information will not be released publicly, and the 

research is only for academic purpose. 

Benefits: The information gained from this study may help us to get more insight on 

perspective of male and female government officials in Battambang City which will 

give benefit for developing more effective policy in order to promote gender equality. 

In other words, it can help to address the challenge for women in public sectors and 

decision making. On the other hand, having participated in this research means that you 

can contribute to gender equality enhancement which is a one of the prioritized issue 

taken into account by the Royal Government of Cambodia.  

 

Confidentiality: Once the interview is transcribed, the audio tapes, interview 

transcripts, and some documents that you provide will be kept for 5 years in the 

University’s office as the researcher can access to them. All the data that get from your 

response will be protected through setting password in the Microsoft Word once the 

researcher start to analyze data. 

 

Compensation: You will not receive any type of compensation for participating in this 

study. 

 

Opportunity to Ask Questions: You may ask any questions concerning this research 

and have those questions answered before agreeing to participate or during the study. 

Or you may call Miss. Visalsokwatey Sin or e-mail to pich15@yahoo.com or Doctor 

Kanda Janyem or e-mail to kanda.j@psu.ac.th . 

 

Freedom to Withdraw: You are free to decide not to enroll in this study or to withdraw 

at any time without adversely affecting their or your relationship with the investigator.  

 

You are voluntary making a decision whether to or not to participate in this research 

study. Your signature certifies that you have decided to participate having read and 

understood the information presented. You will be given a copy of this consent form to 

keep. 

mailto:pich15@yahoo.com
mailto:kanda.j@psu.ac.th
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Signature of Participant     Date 

I hereby give consent to audio record my interview. 

 

Initial of Participant      Date 

 

In my judgment I am voluntary and knowingly giving informed consent and possess 

the legal capacity to give informed consent to participant in this research study. 

 

 

 

Signature of Investigator     Date 
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APPENDIX 7- INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

(CAMBODIA’S LANGUAGE) 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

(CAMBODIA’S LANGUAGE) 

ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី ជាទីយគ្នរព! 
 ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី រតូវបាន្យគ្នរពអ្យញ្ា ើញឲ្យចូ្លរមួកនុងការសិកា
រស្ថវរជាវមេួ ដដលមាន្យគ្នលបុំណងដសវងេល់ ពីបទពិយស្ថ្ន្ ៍ និ្ងទសេន្ទន្ផ្ទា ល់ខ្ៃួន្ អ្ុំពី
សមភាពដេន្ឌរ័ យៅត្តម     បណារ ស្ថា បន័្រដឋដដលបាន្កុំណត ់កនុងរកុងបាតដ់ុំបង យខ្តរបាតដ់ុំបង 
របយទសកមពុជា។ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី អាច្សយរមច្ចិ្តរមនិ្ចូ្លរមួកនុងការសិកា
រស្ថវរជាវយន្េះ ពីយរ េះអ្នកចូ្លរមួនឹ្ង រតូវបាន្អ្យញ្ា ើញចូ្លរមួ ត្តមយគ្នលការណ៍សម័រគចិ្តរ។ ពត័ម៌ាន្
ខ្លងយរកាមយន្េះ រតូវបាន្សរល់ជូន្ យដើមបជីាជុំនួ្េ ដល់ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី កនុងការ
សយរមច្ចិ្តរថាយតើគួរចូ្លរមួ ឬមនិ្ចូ្លរមួ។ របសិន្យបើ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី មាន្
មន្ាិលសងេេ័រតងច់្ុំនុ្ច្ណាមេួ សូមយមត្តរ កុុំស្ថា កយ់សាើរកនុងការស្ថកសួរទកទ់ងនឹ្ងការសិកា
រស្ថវរជាវយន្េះ។ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី មាន្សិទធិកនុងការចូ្លរមួកនុងការសិកា
រស្ថវរជាវយន្េះ យោេយេតុថា ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី មាន្មុខ្តុំដណងកនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋ 
ដូច្អ្វីដដលការសិការស្ថវរជាវបាន្កុំណត ់រមួមាន្ ស្ថលាយខ្តរបាតដ់ុំបង ស្ថលារកុងបាតដ់ុំបង និ្ង
សងាេ តន់ានាកនុងរកុង។ 
 ច្ុំណងយជើងនន្ការរស្ថវរជាវ៖ សមភាពដេន្ឌរ័ត្តមបណារ ស្ថា បន័្រដឋ យៅកនុងរកុងបាតដ់ុំបង 
យខ្តរបាតដ់ុំបង របយទសកមពុជា។ 
 យគ្នលបណងនន្ការរស្ថវរជាវ៖ ការសិការស្ថវរជាវយន្េះមាន្យគ្នលបុំណង ១) យដើមបដីសវង
េល់ពីស្ថា ន្ភាពបច្ចុបបន្ន នន្សមភាពដេន្ឌរ័កនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋ ២) យដើមបដីសវងេល់ពីទសេន្ទន្របស់
មន្តន្រីជាបុរស និ្ងន្តសរី យៅយលើ កយថាសមភាពដេន្ឌរ័ និ្ង ៣) យដើមបរីមួច្ុំដណកបយងេើតនូ្វដុំយណាេះ
រស្ថេសមរសបសរមាបប់ញ្ជា ទកទ់ងនឹ្ងសមភាពដេន្ឌរ័យន្េះ។ 
 ដុំយណើ រការ៖ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី នឹ្ងរតូវបាន្យគ្នរពអ្យញ្ា ើញឲ្យចូ្លរមួ
យៅកនុង ការសមាា សន្ម៍េួ និ្ងអ្នុ្ញ្ជញ តឲ្យមនុ្សេមាន កច់ុំសយងេតយមើលពីការសមាា សន្យ៍នាេះ។ ការ
សមាា សន្នឹ៍្ងរតូវច្ុំណាេ យពលរបដេល ១ យមា៉ា ង និ្ង ៣០ នាទី។ កិច្ចសមាា សន្រ៍តូវបាន្ថតជាស
យមៃងទុក និ្ងយ្វើយ ើងយៅការយិល័េ របស់ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសីយោេផ្ទា ល់។ 
យៅកនុងដុំយណើ រការនន្កិច្ចសមាា សន្ ៍ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី នឹ្ងរតូវបាន្ស្ថកសួរអ្ុំពី
សុំន្ួរមេួច្ុំន្ួន្ ដដលសុំន្ួរទុំងយនាេះ រតូវបាន្យរៀបច្ុំយ ើងយដើមប ីអ្នុ្ញ្ជញ តដល់ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ 
យលាក យលាករសី អាច្ដច្ករ ុំដលកនូ្វបទពិយស្ថ្ន្ ៍ កដូ៏ច្ជាទសេន្ទន្ផ្ទា ល់ខ្ៃួន្ ទកទ់ងនឹ្ង
សមភាពដេន្ឌរ័ កនុងស្ថា បន័្រដឋ។ យលើសពីយន្េះយទៀត និ្សេតិដដលយ្វើការរស្ថវរជាវ នឹ្ងយ្វើការសយងេត
យមើល ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី កនុងអ្ុំ ុងយពលនន្កិច្ចរបជុុំរកុមរបឹការបចុំដខ្ ដដលនឹ្ងរតូវ
យ្វើយ ើងយៅកនុងស្ថា បន័្របស់ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី។ 
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 ហានិ្ភេ័ និ្ងបញ្ជា យសេងៗ៖ មនិ្មាន្ហានិ្ភេ័ ឬបញ្ជា យសេងៗ ដដលរតូវបាន្យមើលយ ើញ
យ ើេ  កព់ន័្ធយៅនឹ្ងការសិការស្ថវរជាវយន្េះ ពីយរ េះ ពត័ម៌ាន្ផ្ទា ល់ខ្ៃួន្របស់ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ 
យលាក យលាករសី នឹ្ងមនិ្រតូវបាន្បងាា ញជាស្ថធារណៈយ ើេ។ មយ៉ាងវញិយទៀតការរស្ថវរជាវយន្េះ គឺ
យ្វើយ ើងសរមាបដ់តយគ្នលបុំណងសិកាយរៀន្សូរតដតប៉ាុយណាណ េះ។ 
 អ្តារបយយជន្៖៍ ពត័ម៌ាន្ដដលទទួលបាន្ពីការសិកាយន្េះ អាច្ជួេ ដល់ពួកយេើងឲ្យេល់
កាន្ដ់តច្ាស់ អ្ុំពីទសេន្ទន្របស់មន្តន្រីរជការជាបុរស និ្ងន្តសរី កនុងរកុងបាតដ់ុំបង ដដលទុំងយនាេះ
នឹ្ងសរល់នូ្វអ្តារបយយជន្ ៍ សរមាបក់ារបយងេើតយគ្នលន្យយបាេដដលកាន្ដ់តមាន្របសិទធិភាព សុំយៅ
ជុំរុញឲ្យមាន្នូ្វសមភាពដេន្ឌរ័។ យនាេះមាន្ន្េ័ថា វាអាច្ជួេ កនុងការយោេះរស្ថេបញ្ជា របឈម
នានាសរមាបន់្តសរីយៅកនុងវស័ិេស្ថធារណៈ និ្ងការសយរមច្ចិ្តរ។ មយ៉ាងវញិយទៀត យៅយពលដដល ឯក
ឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី បាន្ចូ្លរមួកនុងការសិការស្ថវរជាវយន្េះ មាន្ន្េ័ថា ឯកឧតរម 
យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី អាច្ចូ្លរមួច្ុំដណកកនុងការជរមុញសមភាពដេន្ឌរ័ ដដលវាជាបញ្ជា
អាទិភាព និ្ងរតូវបាន្េកចិ្តរទុកោកខ់្ពស់យោេ រជរោឋ ភបិាលកមពុជា។ 
 ការរកាការសមាា ត៖់ យៅយពលដដលការសមាា សន្ ៍រតូវបាន្ច្មៃងទុក ដខ្េអាតស់យមៃង កុំណត់
រត្តនន្ការសមាា សន្ ៍និ្ងឯកស្ថរមេួច្ុំនួ្ន្ដដល ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី សរល់ឲ្យនឹ្ង
រតូវបាន្រកាទុករេៈយពល ៥ ឆ្ន ុំយៅកនុងការយិល័េស្ថកលវទិយល័េ យដើមបយី្វើជាឯកស្ថរតមេល់ 
យេើេនិ្សេតិដដលយ្វើការរស្ថវរជាវ អាច្ចូ្លយៅយរបើរបាស់ឯកស្ថរតមេល់យនាេះបាន្។ រល់ទិន្នន្េ័ 
ដដលទទួលបាន្ពី ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី នឹ្ងរតូវបាន្ការ រយោេការោកប់ញ្ចូ ល 
យលខ្សមាា ត ់ កនុងកមមវ ិ្ ី Microsoft Word យៅយពលដដលនិ្សេតិដដលយ្វើការរស្ថវរជាវ ចបយ់សរើម
វភិាគទិន្នន្េ័ទុំងយនាេះ។ 
 សលតបសនង៖ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី នឹ្ងមនិ្ទទលួបាន្នូ្វសលតបសនងយសេងៗ អ្ុំពី
ការចូ្លរមួកនុងការសិការស្ថវរជាវយន្េះយទ។ 
 ការស្ថកសួរសុំន្រួ៖ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី អាច្យ វ្ើការស្ថកសួរពត័ម៌ាន្យសេងៗ
ទកទ់ងនឹ្ងការសិការស្ថវរជាវយន្េះ និ្ងឲ្យអ្នករស្ថវរជាវយ ៃ្ើេតបនូ្វសុំន្រួទុំងយនាេះ មនុ្នឹ្ងយ វ្ើការេល់រពម 
ចូ្លរមួ ឬកនុងអ្ុំ ុងយពលនន្ការសិការស្ថវរជាវ។ ឬក ៏ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី អាច្ទកទ់ង 
យោេផ្ទា ល់ជាមេួនឹ្ង កញ្ជញ  សីុន្ វសិ្ថលសុខ្វតរី ត្តមរេៈអីុ្ដម៉ាល pich15@yahoo.com  ឬទកទ់ង
ជាមេួ យលាករសីបណឌិ ត  កាន្ោ់ ចន្យ់េម (Kanda Janyem) ត្តមរេៈអីុ្ដម៉ាល 
kanda.j@psu.ac.th ។ 
 សិទធិកនុងការបញ្ឈប៖់ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី អាច្សយរមច្ចិ្តរមនិ្ចូ្លរមួកនុង
ការសិកា រស្ថវរជាវយន្េះ ឬដកខ្ៃួន្យច្ញយៅយពលណាកប៏ាន្ យោេមនិ្ចុំបាច្គិ់តគូរពីទុំនាកទ់ុំន្ងជា
មេួអ្នករស្ថវរជាវយ ើេ។ 
 ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី អាច្សយរមច្ចិ្តរចូ្លរមួកនុងការសិការស្ថវរជាវយន្េះ 
ត្តមរេៈការសម័រគចិ្តរ។ េតាយលខ្លរបស់ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី បញ្ជា កថ់ា ឯក
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ឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី បាន្សយរមច្ចិ្តរចូ្លរមួ កដូ៏ច្ជាបាន្អាន្ និ្ងេល់រពមយលើ
ពត័ម៌ាន្ដដលបាន្បងាា ញខ្លងយលើ។ ឯកឧតរម យលាកជុំទវ យលាក យលាករសី នឹ្ងរតូវបាន្សរល់ជូន្ឯក
ស្ថរថតច្មៃងនន្កិច្ចរពមយរពៀងយន្េះយដើមបរីកាទុក។ 
 

 

េតាយលខ្លអ្នកចូ្លរមួ      កាលបរយិច្េទ 

 

ខ្្ុ ុំេល់រពមឲ្យថតច្មៃងសយមៃងនន្កិច្ចសមាា សន្រ៍បស់ខ្្ុ ុំ។ 
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work which related to gender issue, an interesting work for me. I always keep in mind 
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governmental institutions. As a result, I could understand on how gender equality is 

planned, implemented, and promoted in the governmental institutions. 
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Male and Female’s Government Officials’ Perspective on the Gender 

Equality in Sub-National Administration: A Case Study of 

Battambang Province, Cambodia 

Abstract 

Gender Equality has been identified the perspective if male and female officials 

toward gender equality. The study was conducted in Battambang Provincial Hall, 

Battambang Municipal Hall, and four Sangkats. The participants were selected 

according to their experience inside the institutions from 2 to 5 years. Since this was 

the qualitative research, phenomenology used to collect data and thematic analysis used 

for analyses data. The result revealed that gender equality had been defined as the 

actions which share equal value between male and female officials in term of family 

and social in order to complete tasks equally within the institutions. In term of 

perspective, male and female officials gathered to the meeting point which they got 

equal chance and opportunity on behalf of capacity building, getting promotion, sharing 

benefits, and the process of making decision. The researcher suggested to increase more 

female into political participation. 

Keywords: gender; gender equality; perspective 

Introduction 

According to Global Gender Gap Report in 2015, women represented half of 

the world’s population and should have equal access to health, education, earning 

power and public representation (Global Gender Gap Report 2015). Similarly, the 

population of Cambodia was 14.68 million among of which 51.5 % female (Ministry 

of Planning, 2013). The Royal Government of Cambodia(RGC) has taken into account 

of women who are officially considered the backbone of Cambodia that leads the 

country to approve the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 

against Women(CEDAW) in October 1992 without any reservation (HIV & Alliance, 

2003). In February 1999, the Ministry of Women’s Affairs and Veteran’s Affairs 

(MoWVA) initiated a five years strategic plan called “Neary Rattanak” (Women are 

Precious Gems). After the completion of the strategic plan, MoWA or MoWVA invited 

in ministries and institutions at national and sub-national level to review the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the plan. Furthermore, the government identified the 
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plan to be a prioritized in the Rectangular Strategy. The plan is to reduce   poverty 

amongst women, to promote   good governance and decentralization and de-

concentration, to reform the judicial, and to implement administrative reform   women 

in decision-making (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, 2004). The reviews update the 

strategy in every five years. As a result, the achievements were that gender has been 

acknowledged in laws, policies and programs at both the national and sub-national 

level, the promotion of women’s economic empowerment was increased, the 

elimination of discrimination against women was increased, health and nutrition for all 

women was improved, the participation of women in education was increased, and the 

promotion of social morality, and family values were stronger (Ministry of Women’s 

Affairs, 2004). Although there have been making improvements, according to Global 

Gender Gap Report (2015), Cambodia is ranked 109th shown that it was only 0.098% 

of women are in political empowerment. Therefore, it can be concluded that the number 

of women in the ministerial position remains low. 

Cambodia Development Resource Institute (CDRI) claimed that in Cambodia, 

the perceptions of gender are generally interrelated to the words “culture and tradition”. 

Men are usually in the higher position or status than women in the society, moreover, 

the status of a woman is probably judged by her wealth, characteristics, age, marriage, 

children, socio-economic position, and family composition. Within the context of 

gender in Cambodia, women are commonly considered as household managers while 

earners are totally men (CDRI, 1999). 

Similarly, governmental institutions rarely consist of female leaders in 

Battambang City (BTBC). Perspective of men whether why there was no many women 

can hold a high position among governmental institutions in BTBC. There are multiple 

reasons why the researcher decided to employ this topic. Observation 1, men are the 

key role players to foster gender equality. Observation 2   men do not value women’s 

right or their participation. Observation 3, men in Cambodia are more powerful people, 

especially in family contexts (Gorman, Ṭūrīṇā, & Kheṅ, 1999). Secondly, gender 

equality will be quickly reached if men can clearly understand, open their minds, and 

effectively implement gender policies. Finally, the researcher reviews that trying to 

make male government officials (especially local level city/district) understanding 

about gender equality is a key success. In Cambodia, this research would contribute to 
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decentralization policy (bottom-up) of the government in which gender equality is a top 

priority to be addressed.  

This research, in summary, will contribute to address the challenge for women 

in public sector, particularly the absence of female officials in decision making or high 

position which is a hot issue as stated by the Ministry of Women’s Affairs (2004) . The 

study will provide the current status of gender equality and   solutions among local 

government institutions in Battambang Municipal, and   will allow other similar local 

government institutions to duplicate.  

Advantages of this research; firstly, it will provide the current status and 

potential solutions for gender equality among governmental institutions in BTBC. 

Depending on the results of this study, Battambang Province (BTBP) will be able to 

use it as a baseline data as a theory input to implement a plan to effectively promote 

gender equality, since there were many researches which focused on gender equality 

throughout Cambodia, However, this study will   illustrate more accurate understanding 

of the target demographics. Secondly, result of the study can be used in other contexts 

throughout Cambodia. Last but not least, the study will provide more understanding 

and insight for future researchers about gender issues in the context of BTB and 

throughout Cambodia. 

Objective of the study 

The objective of this study is to find out the perspective of female and male 

officials toward gender equality inside the local governmental institutions in 

Battambang City, Battambang Province, Cambodia. 

Research area 

The research was conducted in the context of Battambang City (BTBC), 

Battambang Province (BTBP), Cambodia, selecting related government institutions 

inside the city which would focus on three important areas (Battambang Provincial 

Hall, Battambang Municipality, and 4 Sangkats). To be noted   there are 13 cities and 

districts in BTBP, of which BTBC, is one of them, BTBC is the place of administration, 

business, and tourism. However, this research would not cover all the departments in 

BTBC since the time constraint. The focus was on senior positions in each institution. 

There were 12 interviewers and 10 participants in the group discussion. 
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Literature review 

 Alexander & Welzel (2007) suggested that there are four main aspects of gender 

equality including basic living conditions, participation in civic actions, positional 

empowerment, and political representation. Gender equality in basic living conditions 

refers to literacy rate, educational level, standard of living, and life expectancy. Plus, 

participation in civic actions is about the percentage of adult female population joined 

in petitions, demonstration, boycotts, and other forms of civic actions. Moreover, 

positional empowerment specifically focuses on women’s presence in administrative 

and managerial power positions. And the fourth aspect, political representation, talks 

about the proportion of women in national parliament.  

In theory, Alexander and Welzel (2010) believed that the four aspects of gender 

equality are considered the interrelated order of progression. This means that the 

starting point of gender equality is associated with the first aspect, basic living 

conditions, when women and men have the same educational level and standard of 

living. Then, it will lead women to have chance to participate in civic actions including 

demonstration or boycott since they already have proper basic living conditions. The 

more participation in civic actions will pave the way for women to achieve in power 

positions (positional empowerment). Finally, when women enter power positions in 

greater numbers, it also becomes likely that more women enter national parliaments 

(political representation). This theory is used for developing conceptual framework and 

analyzing data for this research. The conceptual framework of this research was mainly 

focused on female officials in power and decision making, female in participation, 

benefit sharing between both male and female officials, opportunity sharing, right of 

female officials, and female officials’ voice and ideas inside the government 

institutions. 

Gender equality in government sector 

In the twenty-first century, gender equality is widely considered as one of the 

main challenges for sustainable development, poverty reduction, peace, security and 

human rights (UN Women, 2014). Agrawal (1997), as cited by UN WOMEN, had 

called governments as members to integrate gender concerns and perspectives into 

policies and programs to achieve the three pillars for sustainable development: 

economics, environment and social. In order to have the real gender equality, (UN 
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Women, 2014) also claimed that governments should not only eliminate all forms of 

discrimination against women such as structural, cultural, and historic discriminations, 

but ensure that women can understand clearly about their rights.  

 Chowdhury et al., (n.d.) concluded that institution and society are the key 

challenges for women, in other words, institutional barriers which include political 

systems that do not take into account women’s household responsibilities; moreover, 

women are often ignored and thought to do with their household responsibilities this is 

because of the social norms. There are many countries where women cannot reach or 

hold a position such as legislators, senior officials, and managers in comparison with 

men (World Bank, 2013). Similarly, it was believed that cultural attitudes and social 

norms can actually effect on the size of labor force (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, n.d.). 

It could be concluded that gender equality was taken into account by various 

states followed from the international framework. The women present inside the 

government sector especially in senior position. This could lead to the unbalance 

society. This section provided more insight to researcher to understand about challenges 

of gender equality in Local Government Institutions. 

Gender in power and decision making 

 United Nations (2002) suggested that it is important to look at and understand 

gender differences in power and formal decision-making structures (such as 

governments, community councils, and policy-making institutions). Different 

priorities, needs, and interests of women are often not taken into account if there is an 

under-representation number of women and the low visibility of women’s perspectives. 

Also, national, regional or sub-regional priorities, or even the specific needs and 

priorities of a community, are often defined without meaningful input from women. 

Seemingly to happen, the major numbers of individual group most likely to support 

their own group than the other. Henceforth, female’s participation was less than male’s 

participation. As a result, there were more support for male than them. 

 

Women’s empowerment 

Women’s empowerment is a process of allowing women to gain access and 

develop their capacity through actively participating in shaping their life or community 

in terms of economics, society, and politics (UN Women, 2014). Fundamental concept 
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of women’s empowerment is an understanding of power itself; women’s empowerment 

does not mean women taking over control previously held by men, but it is the need to 

transform the nature of power relations, in other words, power may be understood as 

the capacity to organize with others towards a common purpose, and the power to effect 

change and take decisions, rather than power over others (Reeves et al., 2000). Feminist 

activists stress that woman’s empowerment is not about replacing one form of 

empowerment with another: women’s empowerment should lead to the release of men 

from not value women and ideas of oppression. It should lead to a situation where each 

one can become a whole being regardless of gender, and use their fullest potential to 

construct a more humane society for all (Oxaal & Baden, 1997).  

To sum up, representation of women in leadership position is a hot issue because 

of some main reasons including gap in implementing legal and policy frameworks, 

discriminatory and unsupportive organizational cultures within public administration, 

inadequate data and analysis to advance women’s participation and decision-making, 

and weak gender mainstreaming. 

 

Research methodology 

Qualitative research seen as a tool for seeking understanding especially when it 

had to do with the complex and dynamic nature of human and their interaction 

(Creswell, 2009). Denzin & Lincoln (2000) claimed that qualitative research involved 

an interpretive and naturalistic approach: “This means that qualitative researchers study 

things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomenon 

in terms of the meanings people bring to them. 

Similarly, in order to achieve the objectives of the study, the qualitative 

methodology was employed by the researcher. Qualitative data could clearly represent 

the perspective from selected male and female government officials in BTBC on gender 

equality; moreover, it could provide an opportunity to analyses more in-depth about 

their practices in enhancing gender equality among their institutions. 

Data collection 

In order to collect data, phenomenology was used in this study context. 

Phenomenology was a kind of method which discussed on the experience of the 
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participant in in-depth and described those experiences through the interview, group 

discussion, and non-participation (Creswell, 2009).  

The researcher began with in-depth interviews with key informants. This step 

was to find out the current status of gender equality and to get more insight on 

perspective of the officials toward this issue. The researcher appointed with the 

participants in order to do in-depth interview. While the researcher interviewed, voice 

record had been made in order to collect the data. After that, the researcher engaged in 

group discussion which assigned in the BPH. The member was invited to join together 

and discussed under the questions from the researcher. This step used to validate the 

result from the interview. Once those steps were completed, non-participant 

observation was used to validate the information from the semi-structured interviews 

and group discussion. The researcher asked to sit in the meeting with the Battambang 

Provincial Councilor and the related departments in BTBP. The themes of the meeting 

were about the completed action plan and challenges in each month. 

Key informant 

The key informant of this research was mainly focused on male officials who 

hold in senior position; however, female official’s government institutions in BTBC 

will be selected since their response will identify key constraints fostering gender 

equality. Purposive sampling was applied with this study in compliance with the 

objective and research methodology. Sampling was aimed to figure out the perspective 

or experience of key informants (male and female officials’ perspective forbidding 

gender equality), and generalization was not what the study was seeking. In order to 

select the key informant, the researcher chose the official workers who stand in high 

positions or senior positions inside the local governmental institution. The key 

informants were the people who have experience in gender equality and at least two to 

five years inside their institutions. Moreover, they must be the important people who 

had the right to make decision. Anyway, there was total of 12 interviewees for doing 

in-depth interview which 6 of them were male’s officials who stand in senior position 

and the rest were female’s officials. Once the interview was completed, 3 males’ and 3 

female’s officials were asked to participate in the discussion. 
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Data analysis 

 The researcher used thematic analysis which consisted of three main steps: 1) 

coded text; responses gathered from respondents were coded according to its meaning 

and content. The researcher started by going through line-by-line. 2) Grouped the code, 

meaning that the coded text would be grouped into a hierarchical tree structure. 3) 

Analyzed the data, the researcher started to translate the code toward the proposed 

study’s objectives (Thomas & Harden, 2008). 

Result 

 From the study, five major points were identified under the definition of gender 

equality, women’s empowerment, women and support, gender equality in term of 

development, and the challenges of gender equality.  

The definition of gender equality 

 There were many responses toward this term. Gender Equality had been viewed 

as the action which share equal value between male and female in terms of family and 

social context. Both male and female distributed equal chance in order to complete tasks 

equally within the institution. This discourse had been affirmed from the participants 

both during in-depth interviews and group discussion.  

Women’s empowerment 

 In order to reach Gender Equality, women’s empowerment shall be included in 

the process. The word empowerment itself viewed as how people treat their lives, what 

they do to pursue their own goals, how to live in accordance to their own values, the 

way they develop self-reliance, being able to make choices and influence others, and 

the decision that affect their lives. 

Benefit sharing inside the government’s institutions 

 Benefit sharing was used to find out if both male and female officials were equal. 

The benefits shared together were participation in social affairs, economics, and various 

activities. From the research, we found that male officials were not hesitate to share 

with female’ officials. They did share capacity building with each other as well as 

finding solutions. The perspectives of male officials were that female officials got an 

equal chance in everything in order to reach gender equality. According to the group 

discussion, they thought that female officials should receive more benefits than male 

officials. They should get promoted to become the leaders in the organizations or 
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departments and female officials should been provided time to show their abilities and 

develop their knowledge. In order to prove that male and female officials share the same 

benefit, they organized the development program which included female officials. In 

term of social affairs, they did include health and protect mother and child. In addition, 

every action in Sangkats was used to develop the capacity building for women to get 

promoted. However, it was noted that female officials ignore the chance to get 

promoted. The reason was that they would not leave their own comfort zone and were 

not confident enough to compete in society. All the activities showed both positives 

and negatives. Male officials understood that in some conditions heavy and difficult 

tasks were given to males in order to lower difficulty of females. Anyhow, some female 

officials did more tasks than males. An example, the Deputy Governor of Battambang 

Provincial Hall raised that “Female officials were not just only focus on the 

administration task, but they also need to care for the household chore. Result in more 

responsibility than male officials. From this the researcher concluded female would 

place in senior position because of their acting to multi-tasks. To sum up, both male 

and female officials in the governmental institutions thought that they should be provide 

an equal chance in term of sharing benefit within the institutions. 

Female in power and decision making 

 Power and decision making were taken into account in order to empower women. 

Individuals, who were able to make decisions with, were the head of each institution. 

Female officials were given opportunities to make decisions, however they were limited 

and concluded that were still apprehensive in making decision. They were not confident 

on their own ability. Therefore, due to their past experience the gap between male and 

female officials remained distant. The provincial deputy governor raised that “To 

compare with male officials; female officials made slower progress than male. Yet the 

percentage of being successful was still high since they got more time to do critical 

thinking. Anyway, male officials could adapt to any problem solving quicker than 

female officials in any circumstances.” Decision making depended on the real situation 

of work and duties. As a result, some female officials were cautious of making decisions 

since they believed they lacked of experience and ability to do tasks which were related 

to legislation. Another participant also claimed that “From my own experience, I 

observed that female had lack of support from their own family as well as from their 
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own institutions.” By the way, for female officials who hold senior positions in the 

institutions showed that they have the ability since they have worked at all levels. 

Women’s participation 

 Female participation was one of the crucial concerns since there was lack of 

female officials within governmental institution. At the national level 1/3 was women 

in each institution. From the study, the researcher found in order to support female 

officials to participate training on foundation and knowledge was required. In addition, 

to identify the problem and monitoring it would help women to accomplish tasks easily. 

This was supported by male and female officials. To participant provided incentives as 

well as rewards when they succeed. 

Women and position 

 Discussion were made about female officials who are required to travel with work 

including tasks and accommodation overnight stay, tasks or proper accommodation 

available were what some key informants provided during the interview. Some of them 

thought that giving women opportunity and multi-tasks to develop capacity building 

skills for them. They could raise women’s issues once were in senior position. They 

could manage time very well, yet late in a small amount. There were some places which 

had been raise up from the respondents for female’s official such as Ministry of Women 

Affairs, Ministry of Royal Government, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Commerce, 

and Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts which women are more skilled to work in the 

departments as women have a better understanding of women’s issue, and they pay 

more attention to details. 

Women and support 

 Support is essential in every term of life. Therefore, it should be considered as 

part of the gender equality. The researcher discussed three main things such as women’s 

support in term of sharing ideas, men’s supportive, and the support from the 

government. 

Support women in term of sharing ideas 

 There were many kinds of support for women to get full right. Sharing idea was 

highlighted throughout the interviews and was discussed as a motivation to provided 

more opportunities and be competitive in society as a whole. Moreover, from their point 

of views, providing opportunity for women to share ideas and join in any occasion, put 
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high attention on female officials, compliment them when they complete the tasks well, 

push and motivate them, and allow them to join in training in order to develop their 

capacity building were the things to support female’s officials in term of sharing ideas. 

Men’s support 

 Men’s support plays essential role for empowering women. Without men’s 

support, women could do nothing. From the research, men never do any form to threat 

women both body and feeling in the institutions. Men encouraged collaboration with 

women and provided training and opportunities, and partnering on programs support 

through on ground visit related to women and children. One of the participant claim 

that “To be honest, I myself could not do like female officials. I do appreciate how they 

could manage to work both household chore and in the work place. I will open my mind 

and support them when they needed.”  

Government’s support 

 The Government plays an essential role to promote gender equality. So far, the 

government has implemented rectangular strategies which require at least 40% to 50% 

female officials in every department or organizations. At the provincial level, there is 

one focal person who is responsible for disseminating and implementing activities 

related to gender equality. They promote gender equality and leadership in all 

institutions from national to sub-national level. Neary Rattanak I-IV provided 

vocational training and other form of abuse to poor women. There is also supported 

through other organization’s donation. Following Royal Government’s policies, there 

are supports for females to stand for parliaments and councils for Communes or 

Sangkats. During fieldwork with other organizations, the local government provides 

education related to the rights of women and children for families and other local areas 

in order to prevent the violence and exploitation. The presence of female officials in 

National Assembly, Government Institutions, and sub-national level were the 

requirement of the policy. 

Gender equality in term of development 

 In terms of sustainable development, gender equality is promoted within the 

country. Both men and women are dare to make decision and implement together for 

common benefits. They have to gather each other to perform their tasks and to complete 

the missing parts which were the lack point. Women care about education, security, and 
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problem which relate to health of women and children since they understand what is 

the needed of the women themselves, like one proverb said “Women are the backbone 

of the development in the country.” Long ago, girls couldn’t work in everything, yet 

nowadays the government made the effort to combat this issue and encourage the girls 

explore options which choosing a cause. Gender Equality promotes the development 

and increases the number of women wanting to consider leadership at the community 

and local level. 

Challenges of gender equality 

 From the study, there were multiple challenges identified about gender equality. 

In some departments, additional responsibility to female officials was not yet fully 

widespread as there was a lack of understanding. Some individual still had the old 

mindset which effected some female’s decisions and participation. Some female 

officials felt timid and not willing to speak public; as a result, more opportunities were 

given to men than women. Furthermore, some officials had actively participated in 

tasks related to gender equality. Lack of motivation and jealousy from female officials 

themselves still remained high. Last but not least, budget restraints could affect the 

implementation of activities at the local level. 

Mindset of female officials in the governmental intuitions 

 Mindset was the major issue in development. Some thought that women were 

weak; they couldn’t do like men do. It still exists in some institutions; male officials 

thinking they had more power than female officials. An example is that male officials 

did not support female officials participating on mission both in the province and 

outside boundary as well. They are not open to accept and attend the training or 

workshops which relate to women or gender equality. The other mindset said that 

“women couldn’t turn around the stove.” For instance, in Municipal Hall the number 

of female officials was less than male officials by 25% who focus on office work rather 

than fieldwork. 

The impact from male officials on female officials 

 Elder people in previous generations always follow old tradition of both women 

and men’s roles. There were no decisiveness and little encouragement for women. In 

addition, some male officials thought that gender was focused on women only. They 

did not fully understand this term well. Therefore, there was less voice-negotiation, 
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decision-making, and work implementation. Some men were looking down on female 

officials based on their participation, and didn’t give high value on them. The researcher 

also concluded that some male officials were not willing to assist when female officials 

had problems. They were too proud of themselves which make female officials felt 

useless. Some men still upset when women had more power than them.   

 

Conclusion 

 To conclude, the perspective of both male and female officials drew out that 

gender equality was important in term of development. Both male and female officials 

got more understanding far better than before and dare to share and change the old 

mindset within the institution. Some female officials who believed that they have the 

ability to do what male officials do. As a result, they would have an opportunity to get 

promoted if they think differently. The way they think could be effect on their own 

work and opportunity. In somehow, the male’s perspective effect on some female 

officials. For those who still do not fully understand about the gender equality a 

perceived lesser value on female officials look down on the women’s ability. To 

compete for equal jobs, challenges and solution were raised by the entire participants 

who identified a need to improve. Not to mention only men, females themselves have 

the power to change the society once they are overcome with the stereotype or old 

mindset. They shall be dare to take more responsible tasks in order to improve their 

own capacity building and grab the opportunity. In conclusion, it was observed that 

male and female officials need to make their own changes in order to get equal within 

their work  

Discussion and recommendation 

 As a result of the research, finding can be discussed and recommended as follows: 

 

Discussion 

 Based on the findings, there are few things to be considered. Firstly, the 

perspective of male and female officials in which to get deeper understanding on their 

perspective in term of gender equality. Gender Equality had been viewed as the equal 

rights, status, entitlements, responsibilities and opportunities between men and women. 

(Vereinte Nationen, 2014) Similarly, the findings illustrated that the definition of 
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gender equality was given as the action in which share equal value between men and 

women in terms of family and social. Identically, once men truly support women in all 

forms owing to claim their right as well as to make them feel safe and encouraged, both 

of them would have a better relationship (Unicef and others, 2011). Likewise, in the 

result of the study which revealed that women tend to lack support from the family and 

society. Henceforth, they needed to get the encouragement from men as well as their 

own family to fulfil their goals. “Women were the backbone of the country” was the 

phrase which had been raised during the research was conducted. Male officials thought 

of female officials as the crucial people whom could not missed out from the country’s 

development. Some women could be too shy to share ideas and not dare to grab the 

chance since they still hold onto the old mindset. Not to mention, men also believed in 

old mindset as well. They have the concept of women were less powerful than them 

and shall be remain in lower position than them. Although this may be true, today there 

are positive strides to understand in gender equality better than before. According to 

The World Bank (2012), four out of 10 people globally in most developing countries 

agreed on term that jobs should be given to men than women when the jobs are scarce. 

Thereupon, there was a lacks of women’s participation inside the governmental 

institution as well as the political representative. Consequently, men believed that 

women should pay more attention on social’s issues which could be benefit for them to 

have more ideas to share and rise.  

 Based on Caren (2003) the discrimination in the family and societal institutions, 

social, cultural, and religion norms led to stereotypes which were the barriers for 

women’s decision. Identically, from the result of the study showed that in spite of 

family and social norm, women themselves were the one who create those problems on 

their own. Some women were not interested in working in the government with low-

paid beside that they were interested to work as an accountant more than. Some of them 

chose being with family more than spending time on outdoor job. Anyway, solution 

shall be made to combat this issue. (Secretary-General, 2002) suggested that to enhance 

women in power and structures and decision making needed to be comprehensive 

approach within local and national level also including with capacity building and 

training program, and gender equality structure promotion. Lastly, the researcher found 
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out that women should able to change the old mindset and ready to take challenge in 

the society. Therefore, they could get more chance to participate in any activities. 

Recommendation 

 The result of the study might not be able to apply to all departments in Cambodia 

since it mainly focused on the senior positions in Battambang Provincial Hall, 

Battambang Municipality, and 4 Sangkats however; the results in general are in context 

of BTBC as a whole. According to the research, recommendations could be used to 

develop future research as well as to make a sustainable development in the country: 

➢ Government of BTBC:  

• Both male and female officials got equal chance to share work, there 

should be more sharing responsibility for female who have equal ability 

the same as male.  

• Create positive environment for women to participate in and get benefit 

from all forms of sustainable projects especially create effective tools to 

address discriminatory stereotype and inequality 

• The local and sub-national level to implement more leadership training in 

the future in order to push up the capacity building in term of party 

politics, negotiate with development agencies, and promote the formation 

of independent organizations 

• Increase number of women in political participation 

➢ Future Research: 

• Future research should be inclusive of multiple departments in the city as 

well as the province in order to get more understanding on Gender 

Equality in Cambodia. 
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Abstract 

The objective of this study is to find out the current status of gender equality in 

the governmental institution in Battambang City (BTBC), Cambodia. To achieve this 

goal, the researcher exploited the qualitative methodology, and used Phenomenology 

which based on the participant’s experiences.  The key informants of the study were 

selected from Battambang Provincial Hall, Battambang Municipality, and 10 

Sangkats2. This study focused on male’s officials in BTBC while female’s officials also 

engaged in. For in-depth interview, 6 males and 6 female’s officials who stand in a high 

position were selected while 3 males and 3 female’s officials were invited to join group 

discussion. The researcher spent 6 months to do data collection and data analysis. Then 

non-participant observer had been used in the monthly annual meeting. From the study, 

we concluded that the number of female’s officials was less than male’s officials since 

low education and culture norm were the barriers to entail women into higher education. 

In some circumstance, discrimination still exist while there was a slightly amount of 

people who did not fully understand about gender equality.  However, in term of 

working, female’s officials share equal chance which include with getting profit, chance 

to participants in any events or meetings, getting promotion, voice’s priority, and 

making decision in the institutions. So far, the progress of fostering gender equality in 

the local level was likely to be gradually increased. 

Keywords: Gender; Gender Equality; Current Status of Gender Equality

                                           
1 Sangkat is a Cambodian word, meaning “Commune” in English. 
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Background  

According to Global Gender Gap Report in 2015, women represented one half 

of the world of the global population; therefore, they should have equal access to health, 

education, earning power and public representation (Global Gender Gap Report ,2015). 

Similarly, the population of Cambodia was 14.68 million among of which are 51.5 % 

females (Ministry of Planning, 2013). The Royal Government of Cambodia(RGC) has 

taken into account of women who are officially considered the backbone of Cambodia 

that leads the country to approve the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination against Women in October 1992 without any reservation (HIV & 

Alliance, 2003). In February 1999, the Ministry of Women’s Affairs and Veteran’s 

Affairs (MoWVA) started the first five years strategic plan called “Neary Rattanak” 

(Women are Precious Gems). The objectives of the first strategic plan were to reduce 

the poverty amongst women, to promote the good governance and decentralization and 

de-concentration, to reform the judicial, and to implement administrative reform and 

women in decision-making (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, 2004). Although there are 

such many improvements, according to Global Gender Gap Report 2015 (2015), 

Cambodia stood in the rank of 109 which showed that it was only 0.098% of women in 

Political Empowerment. Therefore, it can be concluded that the number of women in 

the ministerial position remains low. 

Similarly, governmental institutions were rarely consisted of female leaders in 

Battambang City (BTBC). This research, on the other hand, was a part to particularly 

figure out the perspective of men whether why there was not many women can hold a 

high position among governmental institutions in BTBC. There are some main reasons 

why the researcher decided to employ this topic. Firstly, men are the key role players 

to foster gender equality. Many contexts that men do not value much on women’s right 

and participation, similarly, men in Cambodia are more powerful people, especially in 

family contexts (Gorman, Ṭūrīṇā, & Kheṅ, 1999). Secondly, gender equality will be 

quickly reached if men could clearly understand, opened their minds, and effectively 

implement gender policies. Lastly, the researcher reviewed that trying to make male 

government officials, especially local level (city/district) understand about gender 

equality was a key success. In Cambodia, this research would partially contribute to 
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decentralization policy (bottom-up) of the government in which gender equality is also 

a hot issue to be addressed.  

Alexander and Welzel (n.d.) suggested that there are four main aspects of 

gender equality including basic living conditions, participation in civic actions, 

positional empowerment, and political representation. Gender equality in basic living 

conditions refers to literacy rate, educational level, standard of living, and life 

expectancy. Plus, participation in civic actions is about the percentage of adult female 

population joined in petitions, demonstration, boycotts, and other forms of civic actions. 

Moreover, positional empowerment specifically focuses on women’s presence in 

administrative and managerial power positions. And the fourth aspect, political 

representation, talks about the proportion of women in national parliament.  

This research, in summary, will contribute to address the challenge for women 

in public sector, particularly the absence of female official in decision making or high 

position which is a hot issue as stated by the (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, 2004) . 

This is feasible since the study will provide current status of gender equality and the 

solutions among local government institutions in Battambang Municipality, and that 

will allow other similar local government institutions to replicate.  

There are some main advantages of the research; firstly, it will provide the 

current status and proper solutions of gender equality among governmental institutions 

in BTBC. Depending on the result of this study, Battambang Province (BTBP) will be 

able to use it as a baseline data, especially a theory input to implement its plan to 

effectively promote gender equality since there were many researches which generally 

focused on gender equality throughout Cambodia, however, this study will actually 

illustrate more accurate understanding of the target site. Secondly, result of the study 

can be possibly used by other contexts throughout Cambodia. Last but not least, the 

study will provide more understanding and insight for future researchers about gender 

issues in the context of BTBC and throughout Cambodia. 

Objectives/Research Questions 

The main objective of this paper was to find out the current status of gender 

equality in the governmental institution of Battambang City, Cambodia. 
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Research Methodology 

Qualitative research seen as a tool for seeking understanding especially when it 

had to do with the complex and dynamic nature of human and their interaction 

(Creswell, 2009). Denzin & Lincoln (2000) claimed that qualitative research involved 

an interpretive and naturalistic approach: “This means that qualitative researchers study 

things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomenon 

in terms of the meanings people bring to them. 

Similarly, in order to achieve the objectives of the study, the qualitative 

methodology was employed by the researcher. Qualitative data could clearly represent 

the perspective from selected male and female government officials in BTBC on gender 

equality; moreover, it could provide an opportunity to analyses more in-depth about 

their practices in enhancing gender equality among their institutions. 

In order to collect data, phenomenology was used in this study context. 

Phenomenology was a kind of method which discussed on the experience of the 

participant in in-depth and described those experiences through the interview, group 

discussion, and non-participation (Creswell, 2007). The researcher began with in-depth 

interview with the key informants. After that, the researcher started to do group 

discussion. Once research finished those two steps, non-participant observation was 

used to validate all the information got from the semi-structure interview and group 

discussion. The observation took place during the monthly meeting of the provincial 

councilor. This meeting invited all the departments in Battambang Province to join and 

shared on the activities which completed and continued to the next months.  

The key informant of this research was mainly focused on male’s officials who 

stand in senior position; however, female’s officials of the government institutions in 

BTBC will be selected since their response can make the researcher even easier to 

understand about their constraints in fostering gender equality. Purposive sampling was 

applied with this study in compliance with the objective and research methodology. To 

this end, purposive sampling aimed to only figure out the perspective or experience of 

key informants, and generalization was not what the study seeking for. In order to select 

the key informant, the researcher chose the official workers who stand in the high 

position or senior position inside the local governmental institution. The key informants 
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were those who have experience in gender equality at least two to five years inside their 

institution and have right to make decision. Anyway, there were totally 12 people for 

doing in-depth interview which 6 of them were male’s officials while there were 3 male 

and 3 female’s officials were invited to join in group discussion. 

Findings 

It came to a conclusion which the study should be made. The result of the 

study from in-depth interview, group discussion, and non-participant observation 

flashed as: 

1. Gender in Power and Decision Making 

From the interview, the researcher could have concluded that in term of power 

and decision making, there were two kinds of opportunities for female’s official to 

make a decision. First of all, they got the same opportunity as males do. For instance, 

the vice chief of sangkat svay por said “We were allowed to raise problems in each 

annual meeting. Moreover, there was no discrimination which regards race and political 

policies.” Base on policy in Cambodia, female and male’s officials got equal right. 

Therefore, they got chance to share idea and they always respect each other’s right. One 

another was that female’s official’s themselves created their own opportunity to decide. 

Like once they had high education, they were able to judge well and dare to make out 

than people who had low education. The higher position they got the better performance 

in work. Female’s official tended to be not shy and not dare to decide once they have 

enough ability to perform in work.  

2. Monitor the result 

In order to monitor their result, female officials followed up through themselves 

and from other factors. Female’s official makes their own judgment as well as to 

strengthen their abilities. Sometime they judged by the result they had made. Most of 

public service workers, they had to practice based on the responsibilities as the position 

in work. Besides that, they still had other ways to monitor the result. Such as meeting 

and cooperating with villager chief and some organization which dealt with the 

government. They did have monthly annual meeting with those operators. Then the 

committee of commune’s chief would evaluate the result from each month in the 
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discussion. They were able to raise any issues and some suggestions. In this case, a few 

participants raised up that “In each month, all of the involved parties join together and 

discussed on the actions which fully completed and the activities which needed to carry 

on. That meant all the involved parties joint and evaluated on what we had done in each 

month.” Furthermore, training and meeting with guideline include time; result, 

responsibility and decision were what they did to monitor the result within the 

institution. According to the head of the department, letter of compliment, medal and 

other incentives were given to both male and female’s official to prove that they did 

best for the job. In municipality, in order to monitor they would do the evaluation within 

the committee of councilor’s monthly annual meeting. Official staffs in each institution 

also took some role to provide the appraisement of the result. 

3. Women’s Empowerment 

Empowerment was not only focus on making decision but it also included with 

chance to get promoted, benefit sharing, equal opportunity for participation, value of 

female’s voice inside the government institution.  

3.1 Chance to make a decision 

Right, role and position, and qualification and ability were something which 

gives chance for female’s official to make decision. They did have right to decide as 

well as to share ideas. In term of role and position, female officials had the right to 

decide in the organization same as male’s officials do. They decided base on role and 

responsibility. For instance, for those who had position as deputy provincial governor 

or deputy municipality governor, they got more right to offer the decision. Furthermore, 

they got chance to get high position, shared responsibility in the department, got 

promoted, and got response and feedback in any meeting. Some of female’s officials 

were invited and offered opportunity to involve in implementing activities, 

administrative work, training and consulting. Position also equal in the structure based 

on the qualification and ability. 

 

3.2 Chance for participation 

Participation in this concept referred to workshop, meeting, discussion, seminar, 

or any kind of events inside the government institutions. From this research we found 
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out that female’s officials tended to participate in the workshop which related to health 

or gender equality more than male did. Moreover, in the community the amount of 

female’s officials was more than male’s officials. Most of them were members of 

community councilor or from various organizations in the community. In each meeting 

or workshop, there were equally between female and male’s officials, yet the number 

of male’s officials was more than female’s officials. For example, in Toul Ta Ek 

sangkat, there was 80% of participation from female. It illustrated that female’s officials 

got more interest in those fields than male’s officials did. In some cases, the head of the 

departments were the one who assign whom to join in the event. Yet the number of 

female’s participant was less than male’s officials as there were more male’s officials 

than female’s officials.  

The research also showed that participation was in compliance with the political 

principal which taught that females were big part of developments where as they were 

not brave enough in terms of idea expression and followed tradition in the past. 

However, male’s officials still encouraged female’s officials to join equally.  

3.3 Chance for Benefit Sharing 

Benefit sharing was one thing to prove that both male and female’s officials get equal 

chance in term of working condition. Talking about capacity development, male’s 

officials were happy to see female’s officials got benefits and development. The 

research showed that female’s officials got more opportunity than male when discussed 

about capacity development. Moreover, they got it based on their passion in work and 

action. In term of financial profit, both male and female’s officials got equal paid. They 

received the incentives which gained from the administrative fee every year in 

accordance with the law of Ministry of Economics and Finance. There was a scoring 

method in each department to evaluate their work’s result. In order to get promotion, 

monitoring on their work’s attendance, yet all principals were equally applied to both 

male and female’s officials. There was always encouragement and more opportunity 

for female’s official to be promoted.  

3.4 Chance for Getting Promotion 

There were three main factors for female’s official to get promoted. According 

to the government policy, female’s officials had equal right as male. Within a period of 
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two years, there was an opportunity and evaluation to be promoted based on the number 

of officials and institution. Female could stand as a political representative as well. 

Followed by the ability of female’s official, in order to get promote they should had 

enough ability and gave themselves chance. They must have commitment and ability 

to perform work like male’s officials did. Therefore, they would be promoted sooner or 

later. In somehow, female’s officials have more opportunity than male’s officials. Like 

the deputy governor of Battambang Province said “I was promoted to become the 

deputy governor since I had done enough work inside the institution for so long, and 

had fulfill all my responsibilities so far. There was no doubt that I could become like 

today.” Those institutions could not deduce whether someone had more opportunity 

than the other. So far, it showed that men seem to get more opportunity than female’s 

officials since there were a large number of male’s officials in the institution. Yet for 

those female’s officials who had enough ability, they also get the chance to promote. 

The research found out that within this term, there was an inequality between male and 

female’s officials as it caused by lack of female’s participation inside the government. 

3.5 Female Official’s Voice inside the Institution  

From the above result, the researcher concluded that both male and female’s 

officials had equal right to participant in each event. Therefore, this part was to find out 

how female’s voice had been listened inside the institution. Female’s perception had 

always been accepted so far. Whenever they rose up their problems, male’s officials 

always listen to their problem. Since female’s officials were the one who worked 

closely with the community. As a result, the problems had been accepted and solutions 

had been found. In anyhow, comment and suggestion from female’s officials had been 

taken, particularly issues concerned with women as men could not completely 

understand about those matters. The chief of sangkat Oumal claimed that “We 

established the Committee for Women Affairs and Child Protection in each commune 

and sangkat. The committee helped admonishes children who leave school in young 

ages and reduced family who were affected by other disaster. And yet the one to deal 

with these issues was female’s officials.” If female’s officials were strong and had 

enough ability, male’s officials would fully support and agreed with what they 
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suggested. Yet those reasons should be reliable and aimed to develop the community 

and city. 

 

4. Sharing on Gender Equality in Cambodia 

Considered an increase of gender equality within Cambodia, as a result, for 

instance, shared gender equality through the local level and upper level. In local level, 

gender equality had been widespread in Cambodia especially in the community. There 

was no racism within male and female’s officials. In the community, three meetings per 

year had been conducted in the community in order to spread about gender equality. To 

do this, the government had always taking concern on including female’s officials in 

any activities. It also had been sharing in policy of the rectangular strategy. Yet the 

researcher discovered that there were a small number of people who were not yet fully 

understood about this issue. People who worked in the government institution and those 

who had high education tended to understood more than the other. More than that, 

gender equality was a wide dissemination through other workshops and meeting by the 

MoWA. Lastly, it also included in every part of activities within the country on Gender 

Equality.  

 

Discussions 

Based on the result of the study, there are a few things to be considered. First of 

all, chance to make decision which female’s officials get equal opportunity as male’s 

officials do. However, the number of female’s officials still remains low in term of 

making decision. Similarly, from Vereinte Nationen (2014) showed that women staying 

in power structure and decision making position still remain low. The diverse 

perception on gender equality reflected some results on female’s participation inside 

the governmental institution. Alexander & Welzel (2010) believed in the four aspects 

of gender equality which included educational level and standard of living. Those are 

the factors which stop female’s official to join in any event or making decision. Once 

they get high education, female’s official gets more chance to engage in the civic 

actions including to decide and share ideas. One another were that chance for 

participation was also the main thing to discover. Female’s officials shared the same 
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right to participate in any kinds of events which conducted from the stakeholders as 

well as the government. Anyway, female’s officials were likely to participate in any 

events which related to gender issues or women’s health more than the other. According 

to Lindsey (2011), there were two types of societies: Preindustrial Society which 

society assigned different tasks to men and women. And Contemporary Society which 

husband-father took the instrument role on providing foods and shelter while wife-

mother took expressive role in term of emotional support, building relationship, and 

ensure household comfortably. As a result, the researcher assumed that male’s official 

still be the main role in order to participate in the society. Next, sharing on gender 

equality in Cambodia nowadays had been improved. The government had always 

considered this matter seriously in both local level and sub-national level. Therefore, it 

was widespread throughout the whole country which in every part of implementation 

activities included with gender equality. Lastly, the researcher found out that women’s 

voice had been accepted as most of them shared their ideas base on their 

responsibilities.  

 

Conclusion 

From the result, it came to concluded that the current status of gender equality 

had been steadily increased so far, yet the amount of women’s participant still remains 

low if compared to male’s participants. Based on the women’s empowerment in the 

governmental institutions in Battambang City, it illustrated that both male and female’s 

officials got equal chance to share benefits, to involve in any kinds of events, to perform 

the decision making, to get promoted, and to get their voice heard from the institutions. 

Moreover, the sharing on gender equality had been widespread throughout the local and 

sub-national level. However, there was a few things to be consider based on the 

experience from the participants. First of all, most of the participants raised up that lack 

of higher education could harm them from getting to higher position. It was true that in 

every institution needed the well-educated people to perform the work. Furthermore, in 

somehow the stereotype still existed especially in the local level. And that could lead 

to the discrimination among the officials. It happened once people did not fully 

understand about the gender equality.  
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Recommendations 

According to the result of the research, several recommendations could be used 

to develop future research as well as to make a sustainable development in the country: 

➢ Government of BTBC:  

• Even though both male and female’s officials got equal chance to share 

work, there should be more sharing responsibility for female who have 

enough ability to do as male.  

• Create a good environment for women to participate in and get benefit 

from all forms of sustainable projects especially create effective tools to 

address discriminatory stereotype and inequality. 

• The local and sub-national level should implement more leadership 

training in the future in order to push up the capacity building in term of 

party politics, negotiate with development agencies, and promote the 

formation of independent organizations. 

• Increase number of women in political participation 

➢ Future Research: 

• Since this study is a small project, the future research should cover more 

departments in the city as well as the province in order to get more 

understanding on Gender Equality in Cambodia. 
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